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At the UkraJnian SSR Supreme Soviet

Masol re-elected prime minister,
deputies debate sovereignty issue
LONDON - After twice failing to vorivsky was appointed head of the
elect a chairman of the Council of Chornobyl Committee and Yasyl
Ministers, the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Yevtukhov was chosen chairman of the
Soviet on June 29 re-elected the current Committee on industry.
Later that evening the Parliament
chairman, vitaliy Masol, reported the
began the debate over seven different
Ukrainian Press Agency of London.
Mr. Masol, who was nominated for drafts of a declaration of sovereignty.
the office of prime minister by Ukrai–
Deputy Serhiy Dorohuntsov spoke in
nian president volodymyr lvashko and favor of the draft by the Communist
twice failed to win the requisite 50 Party of Ukraine, and was followed by a
percent plus one vote, was elected by National Council deputy, Yuriy Hnat–
229 votes in favor to 173 against. The kevych. Mr. Hnatkevych outlined the
opposing candidate, supported by the National Council's draft, titled, "Decree
Democratic Bloc in the Ukrainian on state independence for the Ukrai–
Parliament, economist Yolodymyr nian SSR," and criticized the CPU's
Cherniak, received 134 votes in favor draft for referring to the USSR too
and 268 against, the UPA reported, in often. He stated that it was important to
all 403 out 450 deputies in the Ukrai– . adopt a new. constitution and and
nian Parliament participated in the declare independence first, then to raise
vote.
the question of some kind of agreement,
During the June 29 session, the final
Serhiy Holovatiy of Rukh and the
two parliamentary committee chair– National Council discussed his draft,
manships were filled: volodymyr Ya– titled, "Declaration on sovereignty and
self-government for the Ukrainian
nation." Mykhailo Kosiv,a Lvivdeputy
from the Democratic Bloc, outlined his
proposed draft and suggested that a
commission be formed to look into all
of the drafts and to come up with a
compromise final draft containing the
best points from each.
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Ukrainian
Stepan Khmara, deputy head of the
coal miners from 25-30 towns voted Ukrainian Republican Party, presented
during a June 28 meeting in Horlivka, in his draft, "Manifesto for lndepen–
the Donbas, to stage a daylong political dence," calling for direct talks with
strike on Wednesday, July 11, with other republics while leaving out the
those from the Donetske region de– center entirely.
manding the Soviet government's re–
signation, reported Agence France
Presse and the Ukrainian Press Agency.
Soviet television reported that coal
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - The Ukrai–
miners in the Soviet Arctic region of nian National Association's Scholarvorkuta and in western Ukraine an– ship Committee has awarded 232 scho–
nounced plans to join in the political larships for a total of 5114,400 for
strike on July 11 to press for the academic year 1990-91 to students
resignation of the Soviet government.
entering or enrolled in colleges or
The vote came in response to an universities and working toward a
appeal from the Labor Confederation, bachelor's degree.
grouping independent trade unions,
The decision came at the Scholarship
which at a meeting in Moscow decided Committee's June 22 meeting here at
on a warning strike on that date de– the UNA Home Office, during which
manding the government's resignation, the committee members reviewed 241
the nationalization of Communist applications received from students
Party property and an end to party who are membersof the Ukrainian
privileges in industry.
National Association.
The miners are protesting the go–
The amount of each scholarship
vernment's failure to fully meet pro– award is determined according to the
mises made to end a union-wide miners' financial need of the applicant, the
strike in mid-1989, including better student's major field of study, his or her
wages and conditions, and also greater academic achievements and activity in
autonomy for the mines, reported AFP. the Ukrainian community, particularly
The Horlivka conference was attend– in student life.
ed by representatives of mining towns in
The 1990-91 scholarships awarded
the Donetske, Luhanske and Dnipro– comprise one scholarship for 52,500,
petrovske oblasts. The meeting follow– one for 52,000, six for 51,500, three for
ed an all-union miners congress held in 51,200 and 22 for Si,000.
(Continued on page 13)
Also awarded were the following

Miners declare
political strike
to push reforms
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Pope John Paul 11 holds historic meeting
with Ukraine's Catholic bishops in Rome
ROME — A historic meeting be–
tween Pope John Paul H and the 10
bishops of the Ukrainian Greek Catho–
lic Church in Ukraine took place at the
vatican on June 25-27, marking the first
such synod since the Soviet govern–
ment liquidated the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in 1946, reported the Ukrainian
Catholic Press Bureau based in Rome.
Also joining the pope and the bishops
from Ukraine were Cardinal Myroslav
lvan Lubachivsky, the head of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church, who is
based in Rome and the 18 bishops of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in the West.
The 10 bishops from Ukraine were
led by Archbishop volodymyr Sterniuk
locum tenens (official representative) of
the Major Archbishop of Lviv and the
ranking hierarch of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church in Ukraine. He was
joined by Bishop Sofron Dmyterko,
bishop of lvano-Frankivske, Bishop
lvan Semedi, bishop of Uzhorod and
Mukachiv; Bishop Filemon Kurchaba,
auxiliary bishop of Lviv; Bishop Julian
voronovsky, auxiliary bishop of Lviv;
Bishop Mykhailo Sabryha, auxiliary
bishop of Lviv; Bishop Pavlo vasylyk,
auxiliary bishop of lvano-Frankivske
and coadjutor with right of succession;
Bishop iryney Bilyk, auxiliary bishop of
lvano-Frankivske; Bishop lvan Mar–
gitych, auxiliary bishop of Uzhorod and
Mukachiv; Bishop lvan Holovach,
auxiliary bishop of Uzhorod and Mu–
kachiv.
The majority of the bishops from
Ukraine arrived in Rome on Wednes–

day, June 20, following a two-day train
trip from Lviv. (Bishops Semedi and
Holovach arrived Friday, June 22). For
most of the delegation, this was their
first trip to a Western country. Upon
arriving, they were greeted in the
Church of Ss. Sergius and Baccus, the
parish church of Ukrainians in Rome,
which is located in the building housing
Cardinal Lubachivsky's chancery
offices. Each bishop received a bishop's
ring as a gift from Cardinal Lubachiv–
sky.
Following a day's rest the delegation
began preparing themselves for their
meeting with Pope John Paul 11 as well
as holding meetings with Cardinal
Lubachivsky. Presentations on various
aspects of the Church in Ukraine,
including the hierarchical structure, the
status of the clergy and religious and the
attitudes of the faithful following nearly
44 years of persecution, were prepared.
On Sunday, June 24, the delegation
met with their brother bishops from the
West at the Ukrainian Catholic ProCathedral of St. Sophia and celebrated
their first liturgy together. This was the
largest gathering of Ukrainian Catholic
bishops in the history of the Church.
The Pope had reserved an uninter–
rupted two days of meetings with the
Ukrainian bishops. This in itself de–
monstrated the importance Pope John
Paul 11 placed on the event. On the first
day, the bishops from Ukraine were
received Ьу the pontiff privately for the
first hour, in the highly-emotional
(Continued on page 10)

UNA awards 3114,400 in scholarships to 232 students
scholarships: nine for 5800; seven for
5700; 11 for 600; 36 for 5500; 26 for
5400; 62 for 5300 and 48 for 5200.
The Anthony Dragan Memorial
Scholarship, named for the late long-

time editor of Svoboda, was awarded in
the amount of 52,500 to Thomas B.
Watson of Cambridge, Mass. Mr.
Watson is a social studies major at
(Continued on page 10)

Thomas B. Watson

Nazar Hnatenko
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SNUM holds founding congress;
over 200 delegates participate
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - Over two
hundred delegates from all regions of
Ukraine gathered in the western Ukrai–
nian city of ivano-Frankivske in late
May to formally inaugurate the allUkrainian Association of independent
Ukrainian Youth (SNUM), reported
the Ukrainian Press Agency of London
and Rukh Press international.
Speaking before the 205 delegates
representing about 2,000 members, ihor
Derkach, deputy to the Ukrainian
Parliament from Lviv, delivered the
opening speech, in which he outlined
the aims of the all-Ukrainian SNUM.
Levko Lukianenko, a deputy from
ivano-Frankivske and head of the
Ukrainian Republican Party, greeted
the congress on behalf of his party,
while Yuriy Shukhevych, longterm
political prisoner and son of the com–
mander-in-chief of the Ukrainian insur–
gent Army (UPA), also delivered a
speech, stating: "The principle mission
of the Ukrainian nation, as that of the
other enslaved nations of the Soviet
empire, is to forge a united front
together to destroy this empire."
The delegates to this founding con–
gress also heard a radical joint declara–
tion by SNUM's Donetske branch and
one of Lviv's SNUM leaders, Oleh
vitovych, calling for the preparation of
an "armed uprising against the Soviet
occupation of Ukraine," reported RP1.
The declaration caused heated debates, which led the congress to issue a
statement, calling the Donetske decla–
ration "irresponsible, because it throws
Ukrainian youth under Russian tanks."
The congress' statement also condemn–
edfcome-delegatesfor "great Ukrainian
. chauvinism, which is even worse than

Communism."
The majority of the delegates stated
that "the only possible way towards
Ukrainian independence under present
conditions is peaceful, although the
heroes of anti-Soviet resistance, such as
Stepan Bandera and Roman Shu–
khevych, must never be forgotten."
A statute and charter of the new
organization were adopted at the con–
gress. The charter states that the union's
main goal is a "united independent
Ukrainian state,"and the chief enemy of
such a state remains "the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, which is the
outpost of Russian imperialism on
Ukrainian soil," reported RP1.
The union stands for a multi-party
system, free-market economy and U–
krainian armed forces. A special paragraph calls for "respect of national
minorities" and a "joing anti-Commu–
nist and anti-imperialist front of all
captive nations."
One of the delegates to the congress,
Leonid Berezhansky, described the
union's platform as "democratic na–
tionalism."
The new program of SNUM states
that the organization is completely
independent of any political groups and
bases its activity upon the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, it
stresses that SNUM is prepared to
cooperate with all "progressive forces"
both in Ukraine and abroad who support the basic principles of the national
liberation movement.
The ruling body of SNUM, the
Provid was elected at the congress and
includes 36 members from every region
of Ukraine. The union has no chairman.

Ukrainian Catholic faithful
take part in Katholikentag
BERL1N - A delegation of Ukrai–
nian Catholic faithful from Ukraine, led
by two bishops, Sofron Dmyterko of
ivano-Frankivske and Filemon Kur–
chaba, auxiliary of the archeparchy of
Lviv, arrived in Berlin for the 90th
annual German Catholic celebration
"Katholikentag" in late May, reported
the Ukrainian Catholic Press Bureau
based in Rome recently.
The two bishops from Ukraine
headed thefirstofficial group of Ukrai–
nian Catholics to the West. The group
was invited by the German Conference
of Catholic Bishops and the Central
Committee of German Catholics which
sponsors the annual "Katholikentag," a
three-day celebration of the Catholic
faith.
in addition to Bishops Dmyterko and
Kurchaba, the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Ukraine was represented by:
the Revs. Yaroslav Chukhniy, pastor of
the Church of the Transfiguration;
Mykhailo Havryliv, a member of the
Basilian monastic order; Mykhailo
voloshyn, a member of the Redempto–
rist monastic order; Sister Costanzia
Seniuk, a member of the order of the
Sisters of St. Basil the Great; Sister
Diohena Tereshkevych, a member of
the order of the Sister Servants of Mary
immaculate and 1 van Gel, Lesya Kry–
piakevych and 1 van Hrechko, leaders of
the lay movement of Ukrainian Catho–
lics. During the conference, Mr. Gel
gave a presentation on the religious and
political situation in Ukraine.
Cardinal Myroslav ivan Lubachiv–
sky, head of the Ukrainian Catholic
; Church led a group of Ukrainian Ca–

tholic bishops from the west to the
events to meet with the delegation from
Ukraine. Other Ukrainian bishops
present were: Bishop Platon Kornyljak,
of the eparchy of Germany; Bishop
Basil H. Losten, of Stamford; Bishop
Michael Hrynchyshyn, of France and
Benelux and Bishop Slavomir Miklovs,
bishop of Krizevci for Eastern Rite
Catholics in Yugoslavia.
The delegation joined in the various
celebrations of "Katholikentag." Un–
doubtedly the most moving of these
events was the opening liturgy which
was held in the Olympic Stadium built
by Adolf Hitler. Many faithful noted
that it was an ironic twist of history that
a service of such love be held in an
edifice built by a man who caused so
much pain. The Ukrainian Catholic
delegation was officially welcomed
during this service and was greeted with
strong applause by the estimated 70,000
faithful in the stadium. Following the
service, the group received visitors at a
pavilion sponsored by "Aid to the
Church in Need."
On Friday, May 24, Ukrainian Ca–
tholics celebrated a divine liturgy at St.
John the Baptist Church in Berlin. The
liturgy was sung by the Ukraina male
choir of Germany and the homily was
preached by Father Werenfried van
Straaten, founder of the international
Catholic relief organization "Aid to the
Church in Need." An estimated 3,000
persons attended the liturgy. This was
the first time that Ukrainian Catholic
bishops and priests from Ukraine and
the West were able to celebrate liturgy
together in a western city.
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GLASN0ST D1ARY:
recording changes in the USSR
Turning the clock back
The Ukrainian Parliament has voted
to change from Moscow time and put
the republic's clocks an hour behind
those of the Soviet capital beginning
July 1, reported Reuters.
The Parliament also annulled a
decree of 1930 ordered by dictator Jo–
seph Stalin putting Ukraine, the Soviet

Union's second largest republic, in the
same time band as most of the Euro–
pean part of the Russian Federation.
Estonian, Latvia and Lithuania as
well as Moldavia have also put them–
selves an hour behind Moscow and on
the same time band as Finland.

Who, what, when, where and why
work.
According to a Rukh Press interna–
tional release, the name RATAU is
reported to date back to 1918, the year
the independent Ukrainian government
founded the UKTA, the Ukrainian
Telegraph Agency.
The Rukh press office points out that
this reference by RATAU to the inde–
According to the Council of Mini– pendent Ukrainian press agency of 1918
sters, the name change came about is quite unexpected for a news agency
because RATAU had become an ob– which was used as a mouthpiece for the
solete name dating back to 1921 and did Communist Party of Ukraine for over
not correspond to new conditions at 70 y e a r s . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

The official Ukrainian news agency,
RATAU (Radio and Telegraph Agency
of the Ukraine) has changed its name to
the Ukrainian information Agency.
The name change was adopted by a
resolution which was proposed by the
Ukrainian SSR Council of Ministers in
late May.

Fly me to Ukraine
A recently signed agreement between
the United States and the Soviet Union
will see sharp increases in airline
services: between the two superpowers,
reported the Associated Press.
The United States has gained rights
to serve six additional cities and
increase service to Leningrad and
Moscow. The new cities are: Kiev, the
capital of Ukraine; Riga, the capital of
Latvia; Mihskr the capital of Byelo–
russia; Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia;
and Magadan and Khabarovsk in the
Soviet Far East.

According to the U.S. State Depart–
ment, Aeroflot would increase service
to New York City and Washington and
add Chicago and Miami to its service.
Two undisclosed locations in South
America will also be considered as part
of the new agreement. The Soviets will
also begin flying in from the Pacific,
landing in San Francisco and Ancho–
rage.
in addition, up to 100 charter flights
will be allowed over the Atlantic each
year. Additional charters over the
Pacific for both nations are also being
considered.

Safe sex in the USSR
A new business venture between
According to David Mayer, president
Mayer Laboratories, Soviet-American of Mayer Labs, Soviet health officials
Business Opportunities and the Ukfai– are concerned about the increasing rate
nian Ministry of Health will bring safe of A1DS in the Soviet Union and
sex to Ukraine's capital city of Kiev, re- condoms are recommended to help
ported Reuters recently.
prevent transmission of this disease
An agreement was signed in early during sexual intercourse.
June allowing Mayer Laboratories and
Pamela Kayfetz-Rohana, executive
Soviet-American Business Opportuni– vice president of the Soviet-American
ties to make, market, and distribute Business Opportunities group, which
condoms in the Soviet Union. Under specializes in East-West Trade, said that
the planned joint venture, a condom about 1.4 billion condoms are needed in
factory will open near Kiev. Mayer Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union
Laboratories said they expected to annually, in 1989, there were only 200
make 225 million condoms a year, million condoms available in the Soviet
doubling the number of condoms Union, which currently imports from
available in the Soviet Union.
india and China.
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Despite various problems in U.S., Mria lands in Kiev with relief supplies
by Roma Hadzewycz
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - it was to
have been the trip of a lifetime: a flight
to Kiev, Ukraine, aboard the world's
largest cargo plane, the Antonov-225
called "Mria," with a shipment of relief
supplies destined for children and other
victims of the Chornobyl nuclear
disaster.
But, as reported in The Weekly on
June 24, the trip for four persons
traveling with the Children of Chor–
nobyl Relief Fund cargo aboard the
Ukrainian-built aircraft was not to be.
Having spent two nights in Okla–
homa City and two days on the runway
at Will Rogers World Airport, and after
60 tons of cargo were carried aloft by
the giant aircraft, our foursome return–
ed to New Jersey.
The Mria's mission
The story of the Mria's relief mission
began back in mid-May, when an
Antonov-124, "Ruslan," landed at New
York's Kennedy international Airport

where it was to pick up a second
shipment of medical cargo from the
Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund.
According to Nadia Matkiwsky,
executive director of the CCRF, who
flew to Ukraine aboard the Ruslan with
126 tons of relief supplies, during that
flight it was noted that the huge Mria
was slated to be in Oklahoma in June
for an international air show, volo–
dymyr Yavorivsky, a leader of the
Popular Movement of Ukraine for
Perebudova (Rukh), Konstantyn
Masyk, deputy chairman of the Ukrai–
nian SSR Council of Ministers, and
Anatoliy Bulanenko, deputy chief
designer at the Antonov Design Bureau,
"all said we (CCRF) could use the Mria
when it arrives."
The plan was that after the air show,
the Mria would fly to Kennedy airport
where it would be loaded with relief
supplies bound for Ukraine, accom–
panied by four or five persons traveling
under the auspices of the CCRF.
While in Kiev, Mrs. Matkiwsky
related, she tried to determine the exact
date the Mria would arrive in New

a Hadzewycz

Nadia Matkiwsky and Marian Kots of the Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund
confer with Gen. vadim Petrov (right).

York. She spoke with Messrs. Masyk cargo - medicines, medical supplies,
and Yavorivsky, as well as with the baby food, tetanus vaccines and print–
Ukrainian minister of health, Dr. Yuriy ing presses - to Oklahoma City thanks
Spizhenko. She was assured by Messrs. to the cooperation of Bonafide Delivery
Masyk and Yavorivsky that everything Systems. The goods arrived in time for
for the Mria's successful arrival would loading on Monday, June 18.
be taken care of in Kiev, and that she
The would-be passengers
needn't be concerned.
Ultimately, Mrs. Matkiwsky conti–
The
four persons who were to travel
nued, she was told the Mria would
arrive at Kennedy airport on June 18 or with the cargo to Kiev - valerie
Burachinsky and Marian Kots of the
19.
Back in the United States, Mrs. CCRF, Olha Kuzmowycz of Svoboda
and
this writer of The Ukrainian Weekly
Matkiwsky said she called the orga–
nizers of the Oklahoma air show, — plus Mrs. Matkiwsky and Marta
Aerospace America '90, and was told Andriuk of the fund, arrived in Okla–
that everything was set for the giant homa City on Sunday afternoon, June
aircraft's arrival. John Goodwin, a 17.
As we flew into Will Rogers Airport,
director of the show, even "expressed
gratitude to the CCRF since he said it our flight crew announced that the huge
was because of us that he was finally Soviet plane Mria was, at that moment,
able to get the plane for the show," she airborne. This, to us, was the first clue
that something might be amiss. The
said.
Calls to the Ukrainian SSR Mission Mria was to be at the air show on the
to the United Nations followed, with runway; why was it airborne?
Serhiy Kulyk promising to find out all
Later that evening we learned that a
the pertinent details of the concerning Soviet aerobatic plane, an SU-26M,
Mria's participation in the air show. had crashed at about 1:45 p.m. while
Two weeks before its scheduled arrival performing a series of spins and rolls.
in Oklahoma, Mrs. Matkiwsky said she The plane's engine appeared to stall,
again spoke with Mr. Goodwin, who according to an account in The Daily
pledged to work with the Children of Oklahoman, and the lightweight monoChornobyl Reliel Fund so that all plans plane crashed nose first, killing its pilot,
would proceed smoothly.
an American who had bought the plane
Soon thereafter, it became evident just this past spring.
that U.S. government officials would
Tom Jones, the 1988 U.S. aerobatic
not allow the AN-225 to fly overland champion in the unlimited (the most
from Oklahoma to New York, over difficult) category, had been the driving
American military bases, because the force behind the annual Oklahoma City
Mria is a military plane, unlike its air show, serving as both its director and
smaller sister craft, the Ruslan, which is as a featured performer, in December
an Aeroflot plane.
1989 he had been named to the Air
"We were told to make arrangements . Space Hall of Fame. The cause of the
to fly tc Oklahoma with our cargo,"she crash was unknown and the incident
noted. "So, we checked the costs and was under investigation by the National
saw that it was actually cheaper to fly Transportation Safety Board.
the cargo to Oklahoma, than it would
The air show immediately came to a
have been to bring tb? Mria to New halt. Soon thereafter, military aircraft
York." The cost for transporting the at the show performed a solemn flyover
cargo from the New Jersey area to over the burnt wreckage in tribute to
Oklahoma turned out to be 512,748 Mr. Jones. The participants included
(including administrative expenses.)
the Mria, two Soviet fighter jets and an
With a scant two days' notice, before aerobatic plane — a mate to the one that
trucks had to leave the New Jersey area, had crashed. Thus, we learned that our
the CCRF was able to ship the relief
(Continued on page 11)

Ukrainian deputy Orest Ylokh makes rounds in Washington
by irene Jarosewich
WASHINGTON - orest viokh,
recently elected deputy to the Supreme
Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR, was in
Washingtion on June 20-21 for an
intensive two-day schedule of meetings
with U.S. government representatives,
the Washington media and Ukrainian
community in the nation's capital.
Dr. viokh, a professor of mathema–
tics and physics at ivan Franko State
University in Lviv, was elected to the
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet on the
Democratic Bloc platform last March.
Dr. viokh's itinerary included testi–
mony before the U.S. Commission on
the Ukraine Famine; remarks at a
conference on religious conflict in
Ukraine sponsored by the U.S. institute
for Peace; a meeting with Dr. Gordon
Burley, Environmental Protection
Agency; a meeting with representatives
at the U.S. Department of State; a visit
to the office of Congressman Mike
DeWine (R-Ohio); an interview with
voice of America; and a meeting with a
representative of the National Endow–
ment for Democracy.
Dr. viokh's non-governmental acti–
vities included a meeting with Tony
Snow, editorial page editor of the
Washington Times; a presentation to
the Washington area Ukrainian Ameri–

can community, and a meeting with a
representative from the AFL-ClO.
in his remarks before the Famine
Commission, Dr. viokh noted that the
full intent and consequences of the
state-mandated genocide have not been
completely revealed. He promised to
deliver the compilation of eyewitness
accounts organized by the U.S. Famine
Commission to the newly established
Famine Commission of the Supreme
Soviet of Ukraine and expressed his
hope that the U.S. Famine Commission
report be translated into Ukrainian and
copies sent to Ukraine.
Underscoring the calculated disre–
gard for human life integral to most
Soviet policy, Dr. viokh noted that
Ukrainians in particular have been
singled out. The famine was a genocide
aimed at the Ukrainian people; Ukraine
was subject to ethnocide, a policy of
cultural annihilation through Russifica–
tion and now Ukraine faces eco-cide,
the possibility of the destruction of life
for generations because of environmen–
tal catastrophes, the aftermath of
Chornobyl as the greatest example.
in his capacity as professor of physics
and mathematics, Dr. viokh has done
post-Chornobyl radiation research and
is very concerned about the need for
more extensive and sophisticated research and analysis of the effects of the

nuclear disaster. During his meeting
with Dr. Burley, acting director, Office
of Radiation Programs at the Environ–
mental Protection Agency, Dr. viokh
underscored the point that centralized
control without local reciprocity and
input leads to the exploitation of
resources and people. He cited ex–
amples of how the ministries which
were responsible for managing Chor–
nobyl are distancing themselves from
the ever-increasing problem. The buck
keeps getting passed around, responsi–
bility is continuously diluted, as a result,
critical issues, such as responding to the
post-Chornobyl health crisis and pro–
perly establishing scientific studies for
future use are being avoided, he said.
Dr. Burley asked about the status of
the current levels of radiation and Dr.
viokh responded that due to lack of
proper instrumentation and on-site
observation, the figures of Ukrainian
scientists are not as accurate as would
be desired. Dr. viokh also stated that
previously established levels of "ac–
ceptable" radiation exposure have been
increased by authorities by a factor of
100, and are now equivalent to those the
Soviet Union had anticipated in the
event of a nuclear war. Dr. Burley,
unaware that the problem is this severe,
appeared momentarily stunned. Even
(Continued on page 15)

Rukh T-shirts І
raise funds
WASHINGTON - The youth І
subcommittee of Ukraine 2000: І
Washington Committee in Support І
of Ukraine has embarked on its first І
fund-raising project with the sale of І
Rukh T-shirts.
І
The colorful T-shirts, designed by І
Yurko Monchak of Washington, І
feature a skyline of Kiev and the І
slogan, printed in Ukrainian, "Ye І
Rukh na Ukraini."
І
The back of the T-shirts displays І
an excerpt from Taras Shevchenko's І
poem "Yurodiviy": "Koly my dizh– І
demosia vashingtona...", the samel
quote engraved on the Taras Shev– І
chenko monument in Washington. І
Money raised from the sale of the І
T-shirts will be used to support!
Rukh youth activities in Ukraine. І
"We would like to see the Rukh T– І
shirts worn by our contemporaries in І
Ukraine," stated Yurko Monchak, І
who plans to travel to Ukraine this І
summer with T-shirts in hand to І
participate in the Dzvin March. The І
youth subcommittee of Ukraine 2000 І
will donate Rukh T-shirts to partici; І
pants of the Dzvin March, the cul– J
turabexchange organized by youth І
for youth taking place throughout І
(Continued on page 1 2 ) ^ І
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The children of Chervonohrad welcome representatives from the CCRF

The Rev. Marian Chorneha and Stefania Shabatura have worked closely with
children from the orphanage.
ushered us into the confines of the
by Marta Kolomayets
well-kept boarding house which so
The Weekly continues its series on many of the children call home.
Established in 1961 for orphans
Ukraine today written by associate
and unwanted or abused children
editor Marta Kolomayets, who
from
the Lviv oblast, this orpha–
traveled to Ukraine in May with a
nage was reorganized in 1978. Today
Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund
it houses 250 children, from the ages
delegation that brought medical
of 3 to 16-17 and provides them with a
supplies and technology and
pre-school
to lOth-grad? education.
vitamins for the victims of the 1986
its director, Yaroslav Lutsyk exnuclear accident.
plained that about 40 percent of the
She traveled to Chervonohrad,
north of Lviv, to visit an orphanage children are indeed orphans, while
the
other 60 percent have parents
which had received clothing and toys
that are either alcoholics, substance
from the CCRF's first relief
abusers, invalids or single parents
shipment, the Ruslan l.
that can't manage to raise a family.
Members of the staff, which in–
CHERvONOHRAD, Ukraine cludes
28 guardians and 24 teachers
The older children had been waiting
as well as a large support system,
for hours, the younger ones were
showed us around the premises,
tucked away in their beds, napping,
where children's rooms were imma–
when our mini-bus arrived from
culate,
beds resembled roll call at
Lviv, on Saturday, May 26 ready to
boot camp, toys stood at strict
take a tour of the Chervonohrad
attention. We wondered how much
orphanage located over two hours
of this was done solely for our
north of Lviv.
benefit. We were also escorted to the
We, the Children of Chornobyl
book room and the Shevchenko
Relief Fund delegation, headed by
museum,
both located on the grounds
executive director Nadia Matkiw^ky
and escorted by USSR People's
Deputy Yuriy Sorochyk and his wife
Svitlana, as well as Dr. Aretiy Kra–
vetz of the newly-revived Lviv Medi–
cal Association and Stefania Shaba–
tura, a former political prisoner and
currently active member of Mylo–
serdia (the Compassion charitable
organization) had been waiting for
this trip since our arrival in Ukraine.
The Rev. Marian Chorneha of the
newly re-opened Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church in Chervonohrad
was among those greeting us at the
home. (Christine Melnyk, represent–
ing Rukh's New England branch, and
this journalist were also part of this
delegation from the United States).
This orphanage in Chervonohrad
had been one of the destinations for
clothing and toys that had been
loaded onto Ruslan 1, the first mis–
sion of mercy plane from the United
States and Canada, which had
arrived in Ukraine in February. And
indeed, as our bus pulled up, a
excited mob of teens and youngsters
eagerly awaited us on the steps of
their building.
Greeting us with the traditional
Ukrainian bread and salt, as well as
numerous bouquets of flowers, the
older children and the administrative
staff of this orphanage qi ickly
The boys in the

One of the youngest performers gets ready to recite his favorite poem.
of the orphanage.
Posters and signs adorned the
walls of the orphanage. All of them
were in the Ukrainian language. The
hour-long musical program at the
orphanage was also performed solely
in the Ukrainian language.
As we were escorted to the main
hall, site of the jubilee prepared
concert program for the U.S. visitors,
we passed various kiddie nap rooms;
upon hearing our footsteps the chil–
dren darted out of bed and dressed
for their show.
The afternoon recital was worth
our entire trip to Ukraine, for the
children sang their hearts out, per–
forming popular Ukrainian songs,
dancing to various folk melodies,
reciting short poems. Some of the
older boys had even put together a
band which not only performed
medlies, but also provided original
compositions for the audience to
enjoy.
in concluding the concert, Mr.
Lutsyk thanked the CCRF delega–

tion for its generous contribution to
the orphanage. The children re–
sponded with cheering and applause
and their teachers came up to the
CCRF delegation to thank them
individually for the gifts they had
received. The children and teachers
alike were curious as to life in Ame–
rica, asking where we had learned the
Ukrainian language, what our daily
lives are like, etc.
After the show, our group was also
treated to a grand luncheon, com–
plete with borsch, varenyky and
holubtsi. We sat with theadministra–
tion for a long time before packing
up to travel home.
As we were leaving the premises,
some of the kids follows us to the
door, grasping every word the
Americans said.
The boys in the band had little to
say to us; they were a bit bashful. But
they did want to leave the answer to
one question: "Do you think we
could have a successful band in
America,? they asked quizzically.

band are delighted by thefr attentive audience.
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The
Fraternal
Corner
by Andre J. Worobec
Fraternal Activities Coordinator

Results of the essay
and poster contests
This year's essay and poster contest
was launched in February on the occa–
sion of the UNA's 32nd convention,
which took place in Baltimore. The
topic of the contest was: "What Does
Batko Soyuz Mean To Me?"
This contest was open to youths over
age 16 and to children under 16. For the
older contestants the task in the essay
contest was to write creatively on the
above topic in 300 words or less. For the
youthful contestants the maximum was
200 words. The emphasis in this contest
was on aptness of thought and sincerity.
Essays could be submitted either in
English or Ukrainian.
in the poster contest entrants were
judged on their visual representation of
Batko Soyuz - that is, the UNA
personified.
The following were the prizes: first
prize, a free two-day stay for two at
Soyuzivka; second prize, the twovolume Ukraine: A Concise Encyclo–
paedia"; third prize, "History of U–
kraine" by Mykhailo Hrushevsky.
The judges, Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch,
Andrew Keybida and Dr. Bohdan Hna–
tiuk, observed strict impartiality; never
during the time of judging, were they
aware of the identity of any of the

Winners of the UNA's 1990
essay and poster contest
include: (top row, from left)
Nadya Hrycenko, Joanne
Werbowski, Angelina Wa–
tral, Bohdan Herman, (bot–
tom row) Ulana Farmiga,
Danylo Shypelavy and Ale–
xandra Dijak.
first place, Nadya A. Hrycenko of
contestants.
Allentown, Pa., age 6Y2: second place,
The results are as follows.
Bohdan Herman of Rutherford, N.J.,
Best essays — children's division: first age 12, member of Branch 42; third
place, Nadya A. Hrycenko of Allen- place, Ulana Farmiga of Clifton, N.J.,
town, Pa., age 6lAl second place, Joanne age 10.
Werbowski of Chicago, age 12; third
The following will receive a certifi–
place, Angelina Watral of Park Ridge, cate citing the fact that they were best in
ill., age 12.
their district.
Best essays in the children's division:
There were no essay entrants in the
Allentown District, Nadya A. Hry–
youth division.
Best Posters — youth division: first cenko; Chicago District, Joanne Wer–
place, Danylo Shypelavy of Schenec– bowski.
Best posters in the youth division:
tedy, N.Y., member of Branch 39;
second place, Alexandra Dijak of Boston District, Alexandra Dijak;
Stoughton, Mass., member of Branch Syracuse District, Danylo Shypelavy,
Best posters in the children's division;
238. (There were only two prizes in the
adult division as there were only two Chicago District, Julie Stanyk; Passaic
Division, Bohdan Herman; Allentown
entries.)
Best posters — children's division: District, Nadya A. Hrycenko.

Each of the 31 contestants will also
receive a certificate of participation.
The following schools will receive a
gift for submitting 10 or more contes–
tants: St. Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic
School in Passaic, N.J., and Ridna
Shkola — St. Joseph's Ukrainian Ca–
tholic School in Chicago.
The texts of the winning essays,
written in Ukrainian will appear in
subsequent issues of Svoboda, while
texts of the winning essays written in
English will appear later in The Ukrai–
nian Weekly. Pictures of the winning
posters will appear in both Svoboda
and The Ukrainian Weekly.
All contestants deserve thanks for
participating in this contest. And to the
winners: congratulations.

Young U N A erj Tennis camp kicks off summer season at Soyuzivka
KERHONKSON, N.Y. - A group
of 56 young tennis players — 17 boys
and 39 girls — from more than a dozen
states of the U.S. and Canada are
currently staying at the UNA's upstate
New York resort, Soyuzivka, where
they are participating in the 22nd
annual tennis camp.
The camp, which traditionally marks
the arrival of the summer season at
Soyuzivka, is being held from Satur–
day, June 23, through Wednesday, July
4. The camp is being directed this year,
as in past years, by George Sawchak
and Zenon Snylyk. Their assistants are:

Leeda Sawchak, Natasha Lipcan, Justin Saj, Mike Sarachman and Nick
Zaderey.
in addition to group and individual
lessons on Soyuzivka's seven courts —
three of which have been professionally
refurbished — the campers jog, swim
and do calisthenics daily, in the even–
ings they have social gatherings or–
ganized by Patricia Sawchak and Yara
Snylyk.
On Tuesday, June 26, the campers
were visited by members of the Karpaty
soccer team from Lviv, who, following
a brief tour of the United States, were
on their way to New York and then on

to Lviv. Greetings on behalf of both
groups were delivered by Mr. Snylyk
and Yosyp Los, a people's deputy from
the Lviv Oblast Council and a pro–
fessor of journalism at Lviv University.
The tennis camp will conclude with
the presentation of awards during a
banquet on Tuesday evening, July 3.
The next camp to take place during
the 1990 summer season at Soyuzivka
will be Plast's camp for pre-schoolers,
"Tabir Ptashat."
The first tennis tourney of the season
will be held during the weekend of July
7-8.

Michael John Pelechaty П is the newest
member of UNA Branch 165 in Toledo,
Ohio. His parents are Michael John and
Louanne Pelechaty. His grandmother
Mary Pelechaty has been secretary of
Branch 165 for many years.

UNA golf slated
The annual UNA Golf Tourna–
ment will be held this year on July 2728 in Hartford, Conn. For details
check Preview of Events on page 16.

Karpaty soccer team members with tennis campers at Soyuzivka.
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Ukrainian Weelclv
A bridge to?
The Ukrainian Catholic Church truly emerged out of the catacombs after
over 44 years of clandestine activity when its 10 bishops arrived in Rome for
meetings with Pope John Paul H in late June.
The long-awaited event was a historic milestone for the Ukrainian Greek
Catholic Church in Ukraine, a Church that has remained staunchly loyal to
Rome for almost 400 years, despite religious persecution, harassment,
beatings and imprisonment of its clergy and faithful over the last four
decades.
indeed the Holy Father greeted the 10 bishops from Ukraine warmly,
emotionally, taking time to learn of their personal histories and listening to
their plight, formally recognizing their suffering and the suffering of the
Church in Ukraine.
However, the pope also said that the Ukrainians must be a "bridge and in
no way an obstacle" to better relations among Christians, in his speech to the
Ukrainian Catholic bishops, the pope appeared to be balancing his concern
for the suffering of the Ukrainian faithful "on the cross of Christ" with the
goals of the entire Church.
As the loyal Ukrainian Catholics traveled to Rome to once again pledge
their allegiance to the Holy See, the pope underscored the importance of this
Eastern Rite Church to "live with the Orthodox Church in a spirit of
brotherhood and cooperation, working together to realize the unity that
Christ had ardently prayed for at the Last Supper."
And although the pope ended his meetings with the Ukrainian Catholic
bishops stating: "You can certainly be sure of one thing: the Holy See will
continue to be faithful to the Ukrainian community, which has been faithful
to Rome throughout the centuries," it must be underscored that to this day
the Ukrainian Catholic Church does not yet have full legal status.
Despite the vatican-Moscow summit and the promise of a new law on
religious freedom of conscience, the Ukrainian Catholic Church in Ukraine is
not yet recognized as an official Church, it continues to remain a thorn in the
side of vatican-Kremlin relations and differences between the Ukrainians and
the vatican are evident from these meetings.
The Ukrainian Catholic bishops have indeed shown that they will extend a
hand to the Russian Orthodox; as far back as 1987, the Ukrainian Catholic
leaders in the West made such a gesture toward the Russian Orthodox
However, they too have demands, wanting the recognition of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church as a "sister church," as a particular Church, such as are all
Eastern Churches.
They have also invited the Russian Orthodox Church in a spirit of
brotherhood to recognize the historical truth of events.
Cardinal Myroslav ivan Lubachivsky, head of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church cautioned during the meetings: "it is true that the time of persecution
of our Church in Ukraine has ceased, but the Church must still struggle for
her very existence and pastoral work. Today, we expect from the Soviet
government the full rehabilitation and full legalization of our church as a legal
person."
He also added: "Despite the difficult past between our Church and the
Orthodox Church, and the injustices we suffered, we are prepared to forgive,
forget and begin a new way of living together on the basis on truth, justice and
love."
if indeed the Ukrainian Catholic Church is to serve as a "bridge," it is hoped
that this walkway will be wide and open to two-way dialogue and not become
a stepping stone for others to trample over, abuse and ignore.

Turning the pages back...
volodymyr the Great, the Grand Prince of Kievan Rus'
who reigned from 980 to 1015, came into power by defeating
his brother, Yaropolk, with the help of the varangians.The
third son of Sviatoslav, volodymyr was raised in the pagan tradition, unlike his
younger brothers, Oleh and Yaropolk, who were brought up in the Christian
atmosphere of Olha's court during her lengthy regency. Upon assuming control of
Kiev, volodymyr immediately sought to restore its once–prominent pagan
character. However, his great talent as a stateman forced him to reconsider;
Christian influences were becoming more evident throughout the area. The Kievan
state lacked cohesiveness and was in desperate need of a unifying element,
volodymyr felt that religion was the key: he had experienced the destructive force
of a religious rift within his family and realized the threat it posed on a state-wide
level. After careful consideration, volodymyr decided to adopt Greek Christianity
and proceeded to baptise the population of Kiev in the Dnieper River,
According to UA Thousand Years of Christianity in Ukraine,": "By introducing
the Christian faith into Kievan Rus, volodymyr led his country into the great family
of nations and opened it to the cultures of the world. With the acceptance of
Christianity in Kievan Rus, literature, church architecture, and art began to
develop, volodymyr built many churches, including the Kiev cathedral, the Church
of Tithes. The people fondly remembered him as a great and powerful, yet humane
and accessible leader. Rejecting the nation's sentiments, the ancient sagas refer to
volodymyr as the 'Beautiiul Sun.' "
volodymyr the Great died on July 16, 1015 and was buried alongside Princess
Anna, his wife, in the Church of Tithes. He was subsequently proclaimed a saint of
the Church.
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National Council appeal calls for
Ukraine's participation in CSCE
Following is the full text of an open
letter to the Copenhagen Conference on
the Human Dimension which was held
in June as part of the Helsinki Accords
review process, it was sent by the
Democratic Bloc ofpeople's deputies in
the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet
who have organized themselves into the
National Council (Narodna Rada). The
English translation of the open letter
was provided by the London-based
Ukrainian Press Agency.
Representatives of the Democratic
Bloc of people's deputies of the Ukrai–
nian SSR, who have officially declared
themselves in the new Parliament as a
constructive opposition under the name
Narodna Rada Ukrainy (National
Council of Ukraine), believe that the
Ukrainian SSR, as a European state
with a 52 million population, should be
allowed an independent place in the
political life of the nations of Europe.
The super-centralized administra–
tive-command system in the USSR,
which has disallowed the union republics freedom of action in the do–
mestic and international fields has
caused them to be ignored by the
Western world as sovereign states.
While after World War 11 the Western
powers attempted to prevent the USSR
from having too many votes at interna–
tional forums, today the refusal to
recognize the union republics in accor–
dance with international law is
explained as not wanting to destabilize

the situation within and near the Soviet
Union.
in accordance with international law,
the question of the republics' direct
participation as member-states of a
federation in international affairs is
delegated to the internal competence of
the federation. But in Article 80 of the
Soviet Constitution it is clearly stated
that every union republic, "has the right
to conduct relations with foreign states,
negotiate agreements with them and
exchange diplomatic and consular
representatives with them and take part
in the activity of international organi–
zations." This point is contained also in
the Constitution of the Ukrainian SSR
(Article 74).
The National Council believes that
the continued non-participation of the
Ukrainian SSR in the Helsinki process
is in conflict with the declared principle
of "new thinking" in the contemporary
renewal of Europe.
The Ministry for Foreign Affairs of
the Ukrainian SSR has stated that it
"raised the question of participation of
Ukrainian representatives in the Copen–
hagen conference as a part of the Soviet
delegation. But this decision could not
be finalized because of the refusal of the
all-union institutions to finance their
participation." We are convinced that
this paradoxical situation will lose its
significance with the ratification by the
Supreme Soviet of Ukraine of the
"Declaration on State Sovereignty of
(Continued on page 10)

Famine resolutions proceed slowly
WASH1NGTON - Resolutions in
the U.S. Senate and House of Represen–
tatives, which would designate a week
to commemorate the victims of the
1932-1933 famine in Ukraine, are slowly
being co-sponsored by members of
Congress.
The House resolution, H.J. Res. 567,
was sponsored by Reps. William
Broomfield (R-Mich.), Dennis Hertel
(D-Mich.), Benjamin Gilman (R-N.Y.),
and Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.), all mem–
bers of the U.S. Commission on the
Ukraine Famine. To date, there have
been an additional 40 co-sponsors. A
majority of the House (218 co-sponsors)
is needed before the House Committees
on Foreign Affairs and Post Office and
Civil Service will act on the resolution.
According to Eugene iwanciw, direc–
tor of the UNA Washington Office,
letters asking for co-sponsorship have
been sent to all Congressional offices
and about half the offices have been
contacted by UNA. "Many offices state
that a constituent request is needed
before the representative will co-spon–
sor," stated Mr. iwanciw.
He went on to point out that there are
states with large Ukrainian populations
where not even one representative has
co-sponsored including Arizona, Colo–
rado, Connecticut, Florida, indiana,
Minnesota, Rhode island, and West
virginia; from the state of Pennsylvania,
only Rep. Lawrence Coughlin (R-Pa.),
is listed as a co-sponsor.
in the Senate, where S.J.Res. 329 was
introduced by Sens. Robert Kasten (R–
Wis.) and Dennis DeConcini (D-Ariz.),
the situation is better according to Mr.

iwanciw.
He stated: "Of the 51 senators which
we need to co-sponsor for the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee to act on
the resolution, we have already 33 cosponsors. For the final 18 needed
senators, we are targeting those sena–
tors representing states with large
Ukrainian populations. Again^ consti–
tuent letters and telephone calls will
make the difference whether these
senators co-sponsor and the community
is encouraged to let their senators know
of their support for S.J.Res. 329."
The targeted senators are: Arizona:
John McCain; California: Alan Cran–
ston and Pete Wilson; Colorado: Ti–
mothy Wirth; Connecticut: Joe Lieber–
man; Florida: Bob Graham; illinois:
Alan Dixon; indiana: Richard Lugar;
Massachusetts: Edward Kennedy and
John Kerry; Minnesota: Rudy Bosch–
witz; Nebraska: James Exon and Bob
Kerrey; Pennsylvania: Arlen Specter;
Rhode island: John Chafee; Texas:
Lloyd Bentsen and Phil Gramm; vir–
ginia: Charles Robb and John W arner;
West virginia: Robert Byrd and John
Rockefeller; and Wisconsin: Herbert
Kohl.
"While co-sponsorship is important
in both the House and the Senate, the
priority is for Senate co-sponsorship,"
stated the UNA Washington Office
director, "if the Senate passes the
resolution, the House will most likely
follow suit so we encourage individuals
and organizations in the target states to
contact at least the senator requesting
co-sponsorship."

ACTION ITEM
Call or write to the targeted senators in the story on the Ukrainian famine
(above) asking that they co-sponsor S.J. Res. 329, the resolution designating
a "National Week to Commemorate the victims of the Famine in Ukraine
1932-1933." Senators can be called at (202) 221-3121 (the U.S. Capitol
operator) and ask for the particular senator's office. The address for senators
is: The Honorable, United States Senate, Washington, D.C. 20510.
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Round Table Discussion: Szporluk and Tishkov talk about the national question
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk
Roman Szporluk is a professor of
history and director of the Center for
Russian and East European Studies at
the University of Michigan. Уаіегіу
Tishkov is a director of historical
sciences and, since early last year,
director of the institute of Ethnography
of the USSR Academy of Sciences.
The roundtable discussion was held
on May 3, in the course of an interna–
tional conference on "The 'National
Question' in the Soviet Union, "heldat
St. Jerome's College, University of
Waterloo in Ontario, under the spon–
sorship of the Waterloo^Laurier Center
for Soviet Studies. Participating in the
discussion with Drs. Szporluk and
Tishkov was Roman Solchanyk, direc–
tor of Radio Liberty's Program Research and Development Department.
PARTI
Solchanyk: Dr. Tishkov, in one of
your articles last year in Sovetskaya
Etnografiya you began by saying that
you felt that the entire presentation of
the problem was incorrect, that one
should not speak about "the national
question." We do not talk about "the
economic question" in the Soviet Union,
we do not talk about "the social ques–
tion," so why should there be "the
national question"? This has to be
treated differently, in fact, you also said
that there might even be "national
answers" of various kinds — the Cri–
mean Tatar answer, the Ukrainian
answer, and so on. Can you tell us what
exactly you mean by this?
Tishkov: The formula that existed for
decades in the Soviet Union and was
transmitted to the Western mentalityi.e., "the national question," was ac–
tually never applied to other countries.
Maybe that is the major reason why І
was trying to challenge the formula
itself! Because it became rather like a
dogma in our official ideology, in our
political practice, and also in the field to
social sciences, in my opinion, when we
talk about "the national question" in the
Soviet Union we should now be talking
about the Soviet Union itself, about the
legitimate basis of the state, about onesixth of the earth's land surface that
makes up one state, which is now in a
very difficult situation. One cannot
separate the national question from any
other parts of the social and political
realm in the Soviet Union.
So, what really justifies the existence
now of the Soviet Union as one state? І
did not discuss this today in my paper,
but actually it is a basic question. All
great powers and big states are now
experiencing very hard times, and it
seems that, at the contemporary stage of
mankind's evolution, small states are
doing better at providing for the social
existence of their citizens, if, in the past
it was "the bigger the better," this was
because the bigger the territory the
more resources, the more people for the
army in order to fight agamst enemies.
But now all these postulates are called
into question by the fact that, in the
event of a global catastrophe, the first
ones to be destroyed will be the great
superpowers.
Solchanyk: Are you suggesting that

Correction
in last week's Weekly, the caption
under a photo of the dancers who
performed during the Father's Day
weekend at Soyuzivka should have read
Kazka Ukrainian Folk Ensemble.

the Soviet Union should not be a large,
multinational state?
Tishkov: Well, at least we should be
looking for some kind of answers and
justification, because the answers that
were given in the past — and are being
given even now — by the center, by
Gorbachev, by the party, by our social
scientists, are no longer adequate.
Answers like "the friendship of peoples
provides us with all our victories, with
all our achievements" and so on do not
work now. And other answers do not
work — like "we should build and
reconstruct our federation and fill it
with new content." Moral sentiments of
any kind do not work. We should look
for something else.
What can work now, at least in my
opinion, is to regard the Soviet Union as
a possible structure or avenue for
bringing the people of this territory into
a more peaceful global community.
There are more and more problems that
can only be solved internationally, like
ecology, health problems, communica–
tions, business and many others. Only
from that point of view can we now find
any kind of justification for the exis–
tence of a large state - only as something like an avenue or channel, a route.
To my mind, it would be contrary to the
global historical perspective, a move
against the balkanization of the entire
world. We now have about 170 states
and about 3,000 peoples or ethnic
groups in the world. So, it is difficult to
imagine that sometime in the future the
entire world will become balkanized
and there will be 3,000 states.
Solchanyk: But to be more concrete:
you are the head of a very important
institute in the Academy of Sciences an institute that deals with the nationa–
lities issue, Let me put it to you very
directly: what is your "national answer"
or "national answers?"
Tishkov: When 1 express these kinds
of sentiments, 1 usually get arguments
against them from my colleagues and
others. They say: "How is that you, the
director of the institute of Ethno–
graphy, you who study cultures and
people, are saying things against the
national cultures or ethnicity?" But 1 am
not in fact against them, if you look
carefully, the independent state, or
sovereignty, or powers, or authorities,
or structures, actually do not provide a
guarantee for maintaining the culture.
You can give full autonomy, for example, to Uzbeks or Kazakhs, but there
is no guarantee that this will prevent
genocide against the Tajiks or Meskhe–
tians — or by Georgians against the
Abkhazians. The political structure — І
mean the structure of the state itself—is
not a solution of the problem. You can
have even a Unitarian state but with very
democratic structures that can provide,
on another basis, certain guarantees for
the preservation and even the flourish–
ing of cultures.
Solchanyk: if 1 understand you
correctly, the platform of the Septem–
ber plenum of the CPSU Central Com–
mittee is not really the answer, then,
because the emphasis there is precisely
on state structures.
Tishkov: That's right.
Solchanyk: And you are talking
about granting cultural freedom to
people. But let met be a provocateur:
the point is that there are some nations
in the Soviet Union that are no longer
satisfied with cultural autonomy. Cer–
tainly the Baits are not satisfied. The
Ukrainians are now using the world
nezalezhnist ^independence^. So, in a
sense, maybe your argument is not
enough.

Tishkov: When Baits (or people in
Ukraine) speak about independence,
that is not entirely the same, 1 would
say, as the sovereignty of the Latvians,
Estonians or Lithuanians, it is a ques–
tion of independence and sovereignty
for the people who live in Latvia,
Estonia and Lithuania. So 1 would
prefer to see the principle of the right of
self-determination applied not so much
to ethnic groups, to nations, as to the
civil society, to groups that live within a
certain teiritory. There should be — it is
much better when there is — a certain
dominant cultural entity or group that
can serve as a reference culture and can
actually provide the common means of
communication and articulation and a
certain cultural basis. But it should not
be absolutized, because you will never
find a territory in which there are only
people of the same cultural origins and
which can define itself only as Latvian,
only as Estonian, or only as Ukrainian.
Solchanyk: But that is what they
want.
Tishkov: Well, but you should also
understand that in the field of ethnicity
and nationality there is a great deal of
myth-making. The "nation" concept
has a very strong instrumentalist mes–
sage. it is an objective force because
people believe it, but it was always used
to gain sovereignty and independence
for a certain civil society. When you
take, for example, Europe in the 18th
and 19th centuries and Africa in the
20th century, when they were trying to
gain independence and self-determina–
tion - actually, the states in Africa
were formed not on a tribal basis; they
are also multi-ethnic societies. So, the
"nation" concept was used as an instru–
ment, as a powerful idea, but it is a myth
to a certain extent, it is an in-group
definition, it is like a constant referen–
dum among people, it is a common
loyalty, and people invent and reinvent
their own loyalty.
І am not against cultures, against
maintaining ethnicity. We should keep
the world more and more varied, diffe–
rent in culture, because by losing the
cultural differences we will lose the life
of mankind, it would be like social
entropy for mankind, so it is a very
crucial thing. But, strictly speaking, it
should be separate from the question of
statehood. Like business,, for example.
Business now in the developed world is
functioning separately from ethnicity.
And states, too. it is still very powerful
and very correlated with the common
cultural base. Nevertheless, you cannot
say that Great Britain is a state for a
certain nation. What about the Scots,
the irish, the Welsh, and the many
immigrants who live in Great Britain? it
is the same with Canada and the United
States. Even France and Ttaly.
Solchanyk: Prof. Szporluk, in many
of your recent appearances and in your
published articles, you have been stress–
ing the importance of the Russian
question tp the solution of the entire
nationalities question. Can you expound on that concretely? Why do you
see the Russian question as a key
question?
Szporluk: There are many reasons
why the Russian question should be the
most important. One — the most
obvious reason - is that there are more
Russians than there are any other
people, even combined, it does not
matter whether the Russians account
for 51 percent or 49 percent. The
Russians are clearly the dominant
element economically, culturally and

politically. And, in my view, the most
remarkable process now taking place in
the Soviet Union is the resumption by
the Russian leaders — the elite, the
intelligentsia — of the process that was
interrupted in 1917 and during the Civil
War — i.e., the process of the forma–
tion of a modern Russian nation.
in my understanding of modern
Russian history, the Russians had gone
through a very complicated process of
forming themselves into a modern
nation. And by 1917 they were very
close to becoming one. For reasons that
cannot be discussed in our conversa–
tion here — Marxism, Leninism, the
Communist Party - the Bolsheviks
succeeded in imposing a different
conception of political and social
organization. We know the story of
Marxism. Now, they had hoped Lenin
and his friends, that their program,
which they viewed globally and internationally, would simply remove the
traditional national problems from the
agenda of history.
Again, for reasons that we need not
consider here, by our times — by the
1970s and 1980s - it became clear that
the Marxist-Leninist project had not
fulfilled its tasks. So we are now back to
square one, we are back to the early 20th
century, and all those questions that
excited Milyukov, Struve, Kerensky
and all sorts of people — and, indeed,
all those questions that excited people
like Chaadaev 150 or 160 years ago are back on the agenda.
What are those questions? Where is
Russia in the scheme of world history?
is Russia part of a general, common
historical process, like England, France,
or Germany, only with some variance?
Or is it a civilization that is quite
unique? is it part of the East? No, the
Russians say it is not like Japan, india
or China either. That is one Russian
answer. Other Russians say that Russia
is really a country that should catch up
with the West; it has been diverted. Yet
others say that Russia is really not a
normal nation at all, because it is a
country, a polity, a civilization whose
identity consists in the fact that it was
formed under the influence of the
Mongols, the Tatars, Genghis Khan,
Batu Khan, East and West, ivan the
Terrible, Kazan, and Moscow and
Novgorod.
Tishkov: it included many non-Rus–
sian elements.
Szporluk: Precisely. Therefore, it is a
political entity that should never aspire
to being an ethnically designated entity,
in other words, it should not even
become a nation state. Even if it could
be, some Russians say no, the beauty of
Russia consists in its being Russian and
Mongol, Orthodox and Muslim, and so
on. One could go on with the list.
Let's move on to the current Russian
debate. І feel that this is what the
Russian intelligentsia is trying to do.
And 1 think that they are now in–
creasingly getting rid of some of those
ideas 1 j ust mentioned. They say enough
of being special; let's just become a
normal country. And, in the modern
world, a normal country, even if it is
multi-ethnic, is a country that never–
theless assumes a national character.
Therefore, they say - even those
Russians who are willing to admit that
there should be Bashkins, and Kalmyks
and Chukchi and who do not want to
assimilate them - they will say let it be
a Russia, a Rossiya, that will be
pluralistic, civilized, Western, and so on.
So, 1 think Russia is a very exciting
phenomenon in the modern nationmaking process.
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SP0TL1GHT ON: University of Michigan coeds encounter Lviv, its
by Myrosia Stefaniuk
Thanks to the persistent efforts of several determined
faculty members at the University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor, this spring a group of U of M undergraduates
travelled to Lviv for the first student exchange with Lviv
University, it took over two years of negotiations
between the Citizens' Exchange Council (CEC), Soviet
officialdom and university administrators to implement
the pilot program, but the outcome of the 10-day "total
immersion" program was immensely rewarding and
enlightening for everyone involved.
About 15 American universities currently participate
in the CEC exchange program with the Soviet Union.
This foundation, which sponsored exchanges between
citizens under a "peace and friendship" plan, recently
took the initiative to pair universities in a pre-defined,
structured program which was to serve a basis for those
universities to later develop their own customized
exchanges. Backed by strong support from university
administration, U of NTs Center for Russian and East
European Studies (CREES) submitted its proposal to be
paired with Lviv University. The proposal was accepted,
with CEC providing some financial assistance, and U of
M subsidizing the major part of the necessary funding
for the first two years of exchanges in which a group of 12
students and three faculty or staff members would visit
the respective universities for a two-week stay.
"Lviv was an excellent target city," explained Dr.
Roman Szporluk, CREES director and professor of
history. "This city is uniquely important as a great
cultural and historical center, it is a very major cultural
and political center in Ukraine; it is also a city which
occupied a vital role in the history of central Europe,
Poland, the history of the Jewish and Armenian peoples
- and, of course, in the development of art, architecture,
intellectual and academic traditions. We are very
interested in developing new forms of exchange and
cooperation with the Lviv academic millieu and such
institutions as the Research institute of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences, as well as other institutes and
colleges."
Several members of the U of M's faculty have
expressed interest in going to Lviv to teach and do
research and Prof. Szporluk, who went to Lviv with the
Michigan students, has already spoken with university
officials in Lviv, as well as with members of both the
Ukrainian and all-union Parliaments about future plans
for a Lviv-Michigan academic cooperation.
"We are talking about the possibility of working with
the University of Alberta in co-sponsoring a Summer
institute in Lviv at which Ukrainian, Soviet, American
and Canadian faculty would be teaching students from
both sides of the ocean for university credit. Lviv is a
superb place to study Ukrainian history, culture and
religion - but the courses would not be limited
exclusively to these. Central European history and
courses in Jewish, Armenian and Polish students would
also be included. We would like to interest many diffe–

rent scholars in that area and in that city," Prof. Szporluk
emphasized.
Professor Jane Burbank, the second faculty member
that accompanied the American group, explained the
student selection process and gave colorful accounts of
some of the difficulties and frustrations of dealing with
Soviet bureaucracy. A faculty committee reviewed over
70 applications, along with grades, essays and letters of
recommendation and students were selected to represent
a broad crossection of interests and backgrounds.
Preparations prior to the exchange included weekly
meetings, lessons in conversational language, literature,
history, and reading of The Ukrainian Weekly for
updates on current events.
"1 was very pleased to see how well informed our
students were. They impressed their Ukrainian colleagues
in Lviv with their knowledge of Ukrainian history, the
city's culture, composition and architecture, and the
current political situation," boasted Prof. Burbank, who
teaches Soviet history at the university. "But 1 think that
it was world politics that prepared our students — that,
and their own life experiences."
There was none of the expected pre-planned rigid
schedule of activities upon arrival in Lviv. But there was
lots of good will and, with the exception of several token
interpreters and officials, the Americans were free to
explore and discover the city haunts on their own.
With good old American know-how (and a little help
from friends), the American students got right into the
center of activities. They found the Rukh (Popular
Movement of Ukraine for Perebudova) regional headquarters on their first night in town, met with members of
the Student Bratstvo, Rukh members, and Tovarystvo
Leva (Lion's Society) and managed to get around without
maps, bus schedules or descriptive literature. Every–
where, they were received warmly and were extended the
Michigan's Kari Johnstone and David Whipple with
famed Ukrainian hospitality.
Lviv University. Yes, they do r
"We pretty much set up our own agenda," recalls
Marysia Ostafin, CREES staff member and administra–
by Myrosia Stefaniuk
tor of the exchange program, who is of Polish background. "Everyone pursued his own particular interest,
The myriad impressions, emotions, experiences and
developed close friendships, and found his own special lessons learned were as varied as the makeup and
niche.
background of the students themselves. For the 12
University of Michigan undergraduates who participated
"The real highlight of the trip was the city itself.,.and its in this first exchange with Lviv University, it was an
extraordinary people. The congenial atmosphere, the exhilirating and enriching journey of discovery. The
rich flavor and the charming atmosphere by far surpassed American group arrived at a peak time in Lviv. The
my expectations. І felt no nationality barrier with the elections had just finished with a tremendous victory for
people 1 met from all the different communities - Rukh candidates. Student strikers, demanding rights and
Ukrainians, Poles, Jews, Armenians, inspirit of different improved curriculum at their academic institutions, were
linguistic and cultural affinities, these people coexist holding demonstrations and protesting student arrests in
together in this very interesting setting where the most Kiev. The city breemed with exhiliration and life.
damage had been done by Sovietization.
Modern technology allowed me to listen in and share
"The whole current situation is like a breath of fresh some of those conversations, meetings and student
air," Ms. Ostafin summarized. "Everyone is dying for gatherings of fun and song. І was eavesdropping on my
cultural contacts and everyone absolutely supports the nation being reborn. Below, are excerpts of what the
Rukh movement. All of these people are taking part in American students saw, heard, felt.
what seems to be beyond nationalities - a kind of unified
political party that is leading Ukraine into a new order."
For Damien Macielinski (computer science major)
who was born and raised in the midst of Detroit's
Ukrainian community, this was truly a trip home:
"As a child, 1 often wondered what life was like in
Ukraine...as fate would have it, the only relatives 1 have
left in Ukraine live in Lviv, and only two blocks away
from our hotel. While the rest of our group was out
meeting other students, 1 was spending time with my
family. They showed me the city, fed me and treated me
like a son. І began to feel like a real Ukrainian."
Natalie Halich, also of Ukrainian descent, had traveled
to the Soviet Union in the past and is majoring in
Russian. While deeply affected by the cultural mosaic of
Lviv and the reawakening Ukrainian consciousness
which permeated the city, she was indignant at the
attitude of their "official" university hosts:
"From the very first meeting with our hosts, the
university rectors and students chosen to accompany us
during our stay, it was blatantly obvious that they were
not going to assist us in our endeavors to find out about
the growing national and political activities of the various
groups. Our hosts spoke only Russian and English, which
struck me as strange, considering Ukrainian is the
predominant language spoken in Lviv...One event 1 was
particularly looking forward to was the commemoration
of Shevchenko's birthday. But coincidentally we had a
trip to the Carpathian mountains scheduled on March 910 and were unable to witness this national celebration."

"Nothing makes for a stronger bond than sharing a bowl of varenyky with friends," said U of M students Damien,
Kari and Natalie.

- Marl Johnstone, a student of anthropology and
political science and Michael Andrew, who is majoring in
Russian, became close friends with several of the leading
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mlti-national character and its vibrant student life
and the Ukrainian people need to be careful in selecting
which aspects of their heritage they will choose to
embrace and celebrate so as not to indict the entire
Ukrainian independence movement as merely separatist
and chauvinistic."
Mary Janevic, a Russian major, brought the point
home poignantly:

Student Bratstvo member Andriy (center) in front of
he Ukrainian Weekly in Lviv.
mbers of the Student Bratstvo. The Lviv students took
іе out from their studies and work to include the
nericans in their inner circle and became their personal
ides, explaining not only the historical places around
vn, but also sharing the inside story of political events
they developed.
4 would have never thought that 1 could see so much
і meet so many new friends in two short weeks,"
chael recalls. 'The most moving experience 1 had was
March 11, when we went to the train station to meet
eral Lviv Bratstvo members who were returning from
sv, where they had been arrested for holding a hunger
ike in consolidation with Kiev students. As we waited
the train to arrive, the atmosphere was a mixture of
emnity, anticipation and celebration, in the midst of a
І of blue and yellow Ukrainian national flags, as the
twds sang traditional "striletski" songs, it was an
ensely emotional moment when the train arrived and
I mass of bodies flowed to where it had stopped.
4 felt such respect and compassion for these students
о were so willing to fight and defend their rights and
ues and suffer the consequences of imprisonment for
nting a voice in decisions about their own education as
II as self-determination for their people and an end to
) humiliating cultural repression."

racism and hatred.
"Jewish ethnocentricity can be a terrible thing - it is
insensitive to the equal suffering of others and implies a
uniqueness to the Jewish people that is arrogant and
instigates more divisions...is it fair to offer increased
assistance Jews and not to Armenians and Hungarians? І
cannot answer this question. І do know that Jewish
homes are now being burned in the USSR...young Jewish
men serving required Soviet Army tours are verbally and
physically abused. KGB officials disguised as Rukh
members perpetrate and instigate anti-semi tic violence...
fear of pogroms are rising. The movement toward
increased democracy and freedom globally is exciting
and brings hope. Strangely, 1 find myself wearing a new,
somewhat more conservative hat..."

"1 though anyone who was not a Ukrainian nationalist
was Stalinistic and retrogressive. І perceived Russians in
Ukraine as the oppressors, a self-serving elite, and І
assumed that to spend time with Russian students would
be in some way an inferior or invalid exchange
experience... but 1 got a much different impression when І
met them as individuals.
"The majority of the Russian students 1 met supported,
to some degree, the movement for an independent
Another painfully striking subject, which everyone in
Ukraine but their main concern was about what their place the Michigan group commented on, was the treatment of
would be in a free Ukrainian society. They expressed a women, recognizing that the Ukrainian case wsas
variety of opinions as to what path the Soviet Union essentially representative of the inferior position of
should be taking and, in no way, did they express one women in the USSR, in general. Marysia Ostafin
consistent party line, in fact, most of them were skeptical observed:
about Communism as a system, and had very cynical
attitudes about the government in Moscow.
"The men are much more energized by the current
"My own tentative conclusions were that Ukraine has political situation than the women. Women have a
suffered considerably at the hands of the Russians but more pessimistic view about events, but then women, in
hate and conflict will not be solved with more of the same, general, are not very happy in the Soviet Union. There is
it is too easy, in a flourishing nationalist movement, to a terrible weariness in their eyes, and in their bodies...a
condemn everything that is not part of that nationality. pessimism for their children, themselves, the terrible
My experience left me with the hope that budding difficulty of life there."
nationalist movements throughout the Soviet Union are
movements of tolerance and respect for people of all
David Whipple, student of history, describes Ms
nationalities, including Russians."
experiences with the family of one of his friends from the
Polytechnic institute. He dined with them ofen, but the
Jennifer Hahn, majoring in theater arts, spoke about mother ani daughter usually ate in the kitchen while the
the Jewish minority in Lviv:
men ate at the table:
"My religious background and ethnic awareness have
been suspect and sketchy, but the bottom line is that 1 am
a Jew, and this makes me interested and concerned for
other Jews." When Jennifer met a family of refuseniks
"...they took me and my friends into their home, their
hearts, their hopes...Most of Ukraine today is still
Ukrainian and wants independence from the USSR. The
Jewish people 1 met support Rukh and similar move–
ments, but only from a distance. They don't want change,
reforms, or independence. They want out."
Jennifer spoke fervently about anti-semitism and the
atrocities her people had suffered, but she was keenly
atune to all sides of this sensitive issue, emphasizing that
steps toward reform must be cautious, not slow or
preemptive, but considerate and sensitive to all victims of

"Ukraine is already enjoying greater political and
religious freedom as a result of 'glasnost and perestroika',
however, 1 wonder when women will demand to eat at the
table," he commented.
American studies major, Julie Subrin, talked about
Misha:
"...a Soviet Jew, who had no trouble with the system
where...connections, favors and bribes are languages my
experience never taught me to speak. But then there is the
language 1 speak which Misha cannot understand." Julie
then talked about Misha's condescending attitude
toward women and describes the submissiveness and
dejection of the women who are subjected to that attitude
day after day. ^
(Continued on page 10)

Kari, who has decided to do her graduate work on the
iject of nationalism in Ukraine and will be returning to
iv this fall for a year of study, shares indelible
pressions:
4

As 1 spent time with these people, 1 came to admire the
Ф intellectual and moral integrity which they display
not only their strong moral and political convictions,
t also a strong sense of responsibility to society. І was
у touched by their commitment to improving life for
) citizens of Ukraine, while still remaining acutely
are of the difficulties facing success and the high cost
failure. Even in the current atmosphere of openness
d tolerance, their political convictions and activities
me at a high price...yet they remain firm."
Anthropology major, Sangita Rao, was apprehensive
Dut some negative aspects of a strong nationalist
tvement, if it be allowed to go to extremes:
"Long suppressed by Russian dominance, the em–
asis of many of these groups is on recapturing 'the old
ys'... a certain danger, however, lies in a sometimes
nd hearkening to tradition. Rediscovering one's
:ture and heritage can be a wonderful thing, especially
hese have been unfairly denigrated and witnhe!d for so
ig, but tradition can be exclusionary, it can be
ndlessly used to camouflage old or new oppressions...

іЩГрІю^^^
A final group shot before parting: until the next time.
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University of Michigan...

uplifted mood, which stood in contrast to the
solemn indifferent attitude of the people on the streets
of Lviv. Dinner began shortly afterward. We sat down
at a long table filled with wine, juice, and the
Ukrainian national food — varenyky — small boiled
ravioli filled with cheese and potatoes which were a
welcome relief from the overcooked plain rice and
unrecognizable meat served to us for breakfast and
lunch, compliments of the university.
"After dinner, we played games. Two of them stand
out, in particular, in one, the whole group holding
hands danced in a circle while in the center, one person
with a handkerchief would flag down someone from
the circle and the two of them would kneel on the
handerchief and kiss. Then the game would begin
again. Great! The second game was a kissing game too,
in which the men paired up and formed a bridge with
clasped arms, and the object was for the women
to walk across the men's hands, held three feet in the
air, all the way to the end without falling, if someone
fell, she had to kiss the men who made her fall. You can
imagine the fun we had with that one!
"in stark contrast to the gaiety of the dancing and
games, the singing brought about a much more serene,
pensive mood. Periodically, the Bratstvo students
burst out in hiOvkb iongs about Ukraine and one of
the students who was recently released from prison for
protesting in Kiev sang a solo, while a friend played the
guitar. The hushed, respectful crowd was filled with
awe for this man who sang about the "striltsi" — until
six months ago, this song was banned.
"The singing moved me in both negative and
positive ways. As 1 looked to my own American
experiences, 1 felt that 1 had missed an American
cultural bond that could be parallel to the one these
Ukrainians were sharing with each other. What
American songs do 1 know? Are blue jeans and a T–
shirt the kind of dress that typifies America? My

(Continued from page 9)
With a touch of ironic humor, Rebecca Friedman,
told about her 'intimate encounter with Soviet life:"
"Sasha spoke passionately...showed me the cobblestoned Lviv streets, the art gallery, the crumbling
synagogue, the theater, St. George's Cathedral and
Shevchenko's rock... As we said ourfinalgoodbyes, І
put my favorite necklace around his neck. He told me
that he only wished he had a knife to cut it in half so
that we could each carry half of the stone with us. But
there was no knife and Sasha disappeared into the
dark wearing my necklace. Sasha spoke endlessly
abou compromises, but he never mentioned something і later discovered on my own: his soon-to-be–
fami? and wife in Moscow."
Ar stectural student Rebecca Daczka immemora–
lized iany of the scenes and impressions in a series of
draw 4gs and a film collage which students, faculty
and fends later viewed at a presentation, appro–
priat entitled "We danced the Lambada in Lviv."
in tween exploring, attending meetings, sightseen and developing friendships, there was ample
oppo 4 unity for socializing and exuberant fun and
play. There is unanimous agreement that one of the
most emorable events on the trip was the "vecher–
nytsl^ и organized by the Student Bratstvo specifically
for П American group. As David Johnson, economic
majo describes it:
"T у treated us to an emotional, amazing evening
of 1L iinian culture, dress, dances, games, songs and,
of С4 se, food and drink. Soon after arriving, the
danc g began...І recall being struck at everyone's

Poi John Paul...
Continued from page 1)
meetk ,, the Pope was visibly moved by
the r ollections of the hierarchs who
had ; n imprisoned.
Pc sj John Paul 11 asked many
ques ms about the conditions the
bisho i– had endured. He gave each
bishop a special gift of a pectoral cross.
This t , ivate meeting lasted a little over
one h ir.
A meting with all the Ukrainian
Catb ic hierarchs followed. The group
was f s t addressed by the Pope who
forrm у recognized their suffering and
the sv ering of the Church in Ukraine.
He n ^d that all Catholic Churches of
the E tern Rite should act as a "bridge
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Continued from page 6)
ainianSSR."
densely populated country with
territory, where, we might add,
find the geographical center of
with its multi-cultural tradi–
d natural resources; a country
s a member of the United Na–
participant in the 1947 Paris
onference should, and could be,
msible for peace, security and
tion on the European conti–
-r
National Council of Ukraine
s that the 35 countries who
he Final Act of the Helsinki
nee in 1975 strive to give the
in SSR official status as an
- at all the meetings and semi–
the Helsinki process, including
the U.N; seminar for memberf the CSCE on the question of
ights in September 1990 in Kiev
5 follow-up meeting on the
dimension in 1991 in Moscow.
ask that you strive to include
iinian SSR as a full participant
r in the second meeting on
and cooperation in Europe
і 11).

to unity" with the Orthodox Churches.
His Holiness also noted that the Catho–
lic Churches of the Eastern Rite, in this
way, will lead the reapproachment of
the Churches of the East and West.
Cardinal Lubachivsky then address–
ed the group and noted that although
persecution of the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in Ukraine has subsided, the
Church does not yet have legal status
and must attain this. Cardinal Luba–
chivsky thanked the pope for his un–
wavering support of the Church and
asked that this support continue.
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Two Andriys from Lviv entertain U of M students
with "striletski" songs.
identity with Americans seemed to superficial by
comparison. Yet 1 was heartened that despite the
repression, these young Ukrainians were still having a
fun evening together. Their feeling of dedication to a
free Ukraine gave me great hope that theirfightwill
ultimately be successful."
in the immediate future the University of Michigan
is eagerly looking forward to hosting the visit of 12
Lviv undergraduates here in the fall.

Church on June 27, thefinalday of the
meetings.
The bishops from Ukraine and the
West held a synod the morning of June
27, 1990 in which they discussed parti–
cular questions regarding the structure
of the Church in Ukraine. The first
synod of the entire hierarchy closed the
Rome meetings.
in the official communiques released
by the Press Office of the Holy See, it
was noted that in their meetings the
Ukrainian Catholic bishops:
"Have also expressed their wish to
live with the Orthodox Church in a
spirit of brotherhood and cooperation,
working together to realize the unity
that Christ had ardently prayed for at
the Last Supper. They thus perceive
their Church as a bridge reaching over
to all other brothers, particularly those
that share with them the same liturgical

and spiritual tradition.
At the same time, they have requested
that the Ukrainian Catholic Church be
recognized as a 'sister church.' They
went on to add that freedom of expres–
sion should be granted to the faithful
and priests that for the known historical
circumstances were forced to live in the
undergound or practice their faith in
churches that after 1946 fell into the
hands of the fRussianJ Orthodox.
The need was recognized to develop
dialogue with the Orthodox Church in
order to solve practical questions that
could give rise to conflict. At the same
time, however, the Russian Orthodox
Church was invited in a spirit of
brotherhood to recognize the historical
truth of events which our generation is
not responsible for, but which cannot be
misunderstood if a climate of true
charity and truth is to be established."

(Continued from page 1)
Harvard University and a member of
UNA Branch 452 in Chicago.
The Roman Slobodian Memorial
Scholarship for S2,000 was awarded to
Nazar Hnatenko, an art student at
Parsons School of Design in New York.
Mr. Hnatenko, 19, of Rego Park, N.Y.
recently immigrated from Lviv, U–

kraine, and is a member of UN A Branch
27.
Andrew M. Dokmanovich, an en–
gineering student andUNA Branch 59
member in New Haven, Conn., was
selected to receive the Joseph Wolk
Memorial Scholarship in the amount of
51,500.
The Bohdan Zorych Memorial Scho–
larship, awarded annually to a Cana–
dian student in honor of the late su–

preme vice-president for Canada, went
to Adrian Hawaleshka, a student of
biology at the University of Manitoba.
The 21-year-old Winnipeg resident and
UNA Branch 445 member received
Si,200.
The Scholarship of the Ukrainian
National Home in Blackstone, Mass.,
was awarded to Oleksandra lsajewych,
an art student and UNA Branch 307
member in Boston.

Andrew M. Dokmanovich

Adrian Hawaleshka

Oleksandra lsajewych

Private meetings featuring presenta–
tions by the bishops from Ukraine and
the West as well as by vatican represen–
tatives followed. The pope had a private
lunch and dinner with the bishops from
Ukraine and Cardinal Lubachivsky
during the three days and also a private
lunch with the entire hierarchy of the

UNA awards...

the Ukrainian National Council,
ihor Yukhnovsky.
Kiev, June 22, 1990.
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(Continued from page 3)
plane had been coming in for a landing
at precisely the time of the flyover
salute.
The next day, Monday, June 18, our
group of six arrived at the runway
where the Mria was parked. (We were to
spend the entire day there in 105 degree
heat and sun.) The atmosphere was
solemn, indeed tense, as the Soviet
delegation u n d e r s t a n d a b l y , was
troubled by the previous day's fatal
crash. The leader of the delegation,
A l e x a n d e r N . G e r a s h c h e n k o , first
deputy minister of the all-union Mi–
nistry of Aviation Production, had left
Oklahoma City abruptly the previous
day. in his absence, the man in charge,
we were told, was Gen. v a d i m Petrov,
director of the ministry's test pilots
department.
The general told us the bad news: the
Mria could take the relief cargo, albeit
60 tons instead of the originally stipu–
lated 80 to 100 tons, but none of the
people traveling under the aegis of the
Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund,
that is, neither the two fund representa–
tives nor the two journalists who were to
cover this historic shipment.
Mrs. Matkiwsky and Mr. Kots, who
is a C C R F board member, cornered
Gen. Petrov, but to no avail. Quickly
thereafter - very quickly - the general
disappeared.
Cargo, meanwhile was being loaded
as C C R F representatives checked and
re-checked the contents. We journalists
observed, photographed, took notes
and spoke with Mria crew ntembers and
other Soviet and American personnel.
Mr. Bulanenko of the Antonov Design B u r e a u sketched a d i a g r a m to
explain how the cargo would be loaded
abroad the Mria. it then became clear
why the C C R F cargo had been cut
down to 60 tons. Mria was returning
home with goods the Soviets had hoped
to sell: a Kamov-32 helicopter and its
towing vehicles, and an aerobatic plane
- a twin to the one that crashed which suddenly had developed some
sort of m a l f u n c t i o n a n d was to be
repaired before being sold, in addition,
the plane was carrying supplies and
spare parts for the Sukhoi fighter jets (a
single seater SU-25 Rnd a two-seater
SU-27).
The incredible route
To our amazement we now learned
that the Mria was flying a route that
would take it to Kiev by way of Seattle,
Anchorage, Komsomolsk or Khaba–
rovsk, and Moscow, and that with all
these stops necessary for the fighters to
refuel, the Mria would reach the Ukrai–

nian capital after four days of travel.
According to previous information, we
were to have traveled to Kiev with one
stop in Anchorage and with arrival
slated for Wednesday morning.
Sixty-five persons — instead of the
usual 20-plus - were already on that
flight and we were unwanted additional
passengers. Repeatedly we were told: 1).
there simply wasn't any room for us; 2).
the conditions on the cargo plane are
"primitive"; and 3). we had no visas for
entry into the USSR, as they were to be
waiting for us in Kiev.
The C C R F tried to find a compro–
mise solution: they suggested that two
persons instead of four could make the
trip. (We journalists decided between
ourselves that, should a compromise be
necessary, it was more important for the
two fund representatives to travel with
the C C R F cargo.) The response was
that women especially were not wanted
as passengers on the Mria. C C R F then
suggested that the lone male among us,
Mr. Kots, fly on the Mria. This idea,
too, was rejected.
At the same time as C C R F represen–
tatives tried to find a way out of this
unexpected dilemma and cargo was
being loaded, local news media were on
the tarmac reporting on the relief effort.
They were attracted not only by the fact
that the largest cargo plane in the world
was to carry relief supplies for victims of
the Chornobyl nuclear disaster, but also
by the local angle; 15 tons of baby food,
vitamins and flour had been donated by
the Oklahoma City-based relief organi–
zation Feed the Children, part of Larry
Jones international Ministries inc.
it was the first time Feed the Chil–
dren was rendering assistance to Chor–
nobyl victims, its only previous relief
mission to the USSR had been aimed at
helping earthquake victims in Armenia
in 1988. The organization, as its distri–
bution coordinator, Lowell B. Seckett,
explained, was orginally founded to
help third world countries; in 1986 Feed
the Children began domestic programs.
Currently some 60 percent of aid goes
overseas, while 40 percent is for the U .S.
Now, Mr. Sacket promised, "we will
make ourselves available to do more for
the long term" for Chornobyl relief, in
addition, the organization offered 4 o
store, free of charge, the C C R F cargo
that did not make it onto this shipment.
News reporters from local ТУ, radio
and press interviewed both Mrs. Mat–
kiwsky and the Rev. Larry Jones about
the relief shipment, as large tractor
trailers that had brought the humanita–
rian assistance to the Mria stood on the
runway.
A Radio Liberty correspondent vic–
tor Borovsky, interviewed Soviet offi–
cials, Mria crew members and our sixp e r s o n g r o u p a b o u t the unforeseen
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Marta Andriuk, Marian Kots, Nadia Matkiwsky and Yalerie Burachinsky stand in
front of Mria at Will Rogers World Airport.
difficulties in allowing C C R F represen–
tatives and the press to travel on the
Mria.
Mrs. Matkiwsky placed phone calls
t o officials at the U k r a i n i a n S S R
Mission to the United Nations, where
Alexander Boutsko promised to help,
and to the Soviet Embassy in Washington.
i r o n i c a l l y , t h a t very evening, t h e
U.N. missions of the USSR, Ukraine
and Byelorussia were hosting a recep–
tion to thank American organizations
that had helped Chornobyl relief efforts
— among them, of course, was the
C C R F whose representatives at that
very moment were not getting much
cooperation from Soviet officials.
As of midnight on Monday, June 18,
we had no permission to board the Mria
as passengers. The Soviet Embassy said
it wasn't able to get us visas. And, Soviet
U k r a i n e ' s Ambassador to the U . N .
Gennadiy Udovenko said he was opposed to CCRF representatives flying
to Moscow without visas.
in short, CCRF activists and the
press were getting no straight answers,
no assistance, as Soviet officials engaged in passing the buck. As Mrs.
Burachinsky related, unfortunately,
this scenario was not much different
than with the previous two shipments.
Dates and locations were changed by
Soviet officials, very short notice was
given once everything was finalized,
and, above all, no one wanted to take
responsibility, she noted.

And there an additional problem was
that in Kiev, the Ministry of Health and
R u k h officials h a d said e v e r y t h i n g
would be taken care of regarding the
M r i a ' s relief mission, while now it
became clear that Moscow had the final
say, since the Mria gperates under the
auspices of the all-union Ministry of
Aviation Production and is considered
to be a military plane.
The C C R F contingent conferred and
decided to send Mr. Kots and Mrs.
B u r a c h i n s k y t o Kiev via a r e g u l a r
commercial flight. There they were to
meet the cargo plane and see to the
distribution of relief supplies.
However, just in case permission was
granted at the last minute for any or all
of us to board the Mria, scheduled to
leave at about 10 a.m. onTuesday, June
20, the next day we were at the airport
before 8 a.m. — our bags packed and
waiting on the tarmac. We spent
another half day in the heat as the Mria
had no clearance for take-off, and
finally at just before 1 p.m. the Mria was
ready.
it left at approximately 1:15 p.m.
without any of our group aboard,
e s c o r t e d by t w o U . S . fighter j e t s ,
followed by the two Soviet fighters.
For us, it was back to New Jersey,
Mr. K o t s a n d M r s . B u r a c h i n s k y .
scrambled to get a flight to Kiev, where
they arrived late Thursday evening,
June 21. The Mria arrived over the
weekend of June 23-24, according to the
CCRF, and all its contents were deli–
vered to Kiev.

The Ukrainian Weekly: 57 years of service
toma Hadzewycz

Yalerie Burachinsky checks cargo loaded onto the Mria.
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Poltava Ukrainian dance camp
to feature Lviv
choreographer
PITTSBURGH - The Poltava
Ukrainian Dance Company of Pittsburgh will hold a two-week Ukrainian
dance camp featuring Oleh Bobkiw,
choreographer and director of the
Halychyna Dance Company of Lviv.
The camp will be held from July 1528 at the All Saints Ukrainian Ortho–
dox Camp in Emlenton, Pa. (90 minutes
from Pittsburgh). The cost of the camp
is S300 per person per week or S500 for
two weeks. This fee includes tuition,
room and board.
Mr. Bobkiw, who has an excellent
reputation in Ukrainian dance circles,
has conducted workshops for several
North American companies which have
traveled to Ukraine. His style and
unique approach to Ukrainian dance
have received wide acclaim. This will be
his first workshop in the United States.
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Rukh T-shirts...

(Continued from page 3)

The aim of the camp is to offer
American and Canadian Ukrainian
dancers an opportunity to expand their
dance knowledge and technique. Dan–
cers of all levels are welcome. Classes
will be divided according to level of
expertise.
The Poltava Ukrainian Dance Com–
pany, which has been in existence since
1963, is sponsoring this first workshop.
The company has performed at the 1982
World's Fair in Knoxville, Tenn., and
was featured in the "You've Got a
Friend in Pennsylvania" ads. Company
members invite all fellow Ukrainian
dancers to come and participate in this
unique experience. To register or for a
brochure and further information contact: Luba Hlutkowsky, Poltava
Ukrainian Dance Company, 921 For–
sythe Road, Carnegie, Pa., 15106, (412)
279-5911.

HUCULKA

"ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government jobs - your area. Many
immediate openings without waiting
list or test. S17,840 - S69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885.

icon 8L Souvenir's Distribution
2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R

Bronx, NY 10461
REPRESENTATivE and WHOLESALER ofEMBROlDERED
for ADULTS and CH1LDREH

EXT. R-15892

BLOUSES

Tel. (212) 931-1579

СОЮЗІЄКА t

SOYUZIVKA

Ач І eav l^ound 1 Resort

EXHIBITS AT SOYUZIVKA
SUMMER 1990
Jul 7-8

vincent Ovsak
Oil and Acrylic Paintings (for sale)

Library

Jul 7-8

Nina Grechniw
Jewelry (for sale)

Lobby

Jul 14-15

Dennis Staciw
Photo Exhibit

Jul 14-15

Yataliy Lytwyn
Graphics and Partels (for sale ft demo.)

Lobby

Jul 21-22

Slava Gerulak
Graphics and Ceramics Sale

Library

Jul 28-29

Myroslava Stachiw
Embroidered Map of Ukraine and Crests (

Library

)

Library

Jul 2 8 2 9

Teresa Markiw
Water Colour Painting Sale and Exhibit

Lobby

Aug 4-5

Nina Grechniw
Jewelry Sale

Lobby

Aug4-5

Jacob Hnizdovsky
Graphics Sale

Library

Aug 11-12

Sabra Segal
Ceramic Jewelry and Paintings

Lobby

Aug 11-12

Bohdan Kondra
Paper Mache Figures

Library

Aug 18-19

Nina Grechniw
Jewelry Sale

Lobby

Aug 18-19

Roxolana Luchakowsky Armstrong
Water Colour Paintings (for sale)

Library

Aug 25-26

Cathy Bichuk
Pysanky Sale and Demonstration

Lobby

Aug 25-26

Daria Hanushewsky
Ceramics, Hutzul and Trypylian, Sale

Library

Septl

Marika Tymec
Jewelry Sale

Lobby

Khristina Lew, co-chair of the Ukraine 2000 Youth Committee, presents
Rukh T– shirts to Orest Ylokh.
Ukraine from July 4 to August 23, visit to Canada.
1990.
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet De–
As participants of Dzvin, Ukrai– puty Orest viokh was presented with
nians from the United States and the Rukh T-shirt by Khristina Lew,
Canada, along with their contempo– co-chair, Ukraine 2000 Youth Com–
raries in Ukraine, will have an oppor– mittee, while he was visiting Wash–
tunity to visit and renovate historic ington. in his presentation before the
Ukrainian landmarks as well as take Washington area Ukrainian commu–
part in the commemoration of the nity, Mr. viokh optimistically re–
500th anniversary of the founding of ferred to the quote on the T-shirt's
Zaporizka Sich.
back "Koly my dizhdemosia Уаin addition, the youth subcommit– shyngtona?... A dizhdemsoia taky
tee of Ukraine 2000, which is helping kolys."
Ukraine 2000 with exchange proThe T-shirts will be available at
grams between youth in Ukraine and
youth in the United States and upcoming Ukrainian festivals, or can
be
obtained by contacting Khristina
Canada, would like to coordinate
future environmental and cultural Lew, Ukraine 2000, cj о NKM Asso–
projects with other youth Rukh ciates, 1511 K St. NW, Suite 1100,
Washington, D.C 20005, (202) 347committees in the United States.
The new Rukh T-shirts are be– 4264.
ginning to appear in Ukraine. Oles
The price of the T-shirt is Si2;
Shevchenko and Yevhen Proniuk checks should be payable to; Ukraine
were given T-shirts in Copenhagen to 200. (Please specify M, L, XL.) Con–
take back with them, volodymyr tributions are also being accepted to
Yavorivsky and volodymyr Mokry cover the cost of T-shirts donated in
received T-shirts during their recent Ukraine.

FIVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD
SUPPORT JOHN DEMJANJUK
1. " 1 must say 1 am more than ever convinced that the decision of the judges in
israel was unjust.."
- Rt Hoa Lord Thomas Denning
2. "1 know of no other case in which so many deviations from procedures
internationally accepted as desirable occured"
- Professor Willem Wagenaar, author of identifying lvan: A Case Study in
Legal Psychology, Harvard Press 1988.
3. "if John Demjanjuk - whom 1 believe to be an utterly innocent man - hangs
on Eichmann's gallows, it will be israel that will one day be in the dock"
- Patrick J. Buchanan
4. "1 believe this case stinks...! am asking for an investigation into the John
Demjanjuk American citizen case, and also into the actions of the Special
Office of investigation in this country."
-Congressman James Traflicant, Congressional Record, June 20, 1989.
5. " 1 believe the Demjanjuk case will no more be forgotten by history than was the
Dreyfus case."
- Count Nikolai Tolstoy

Twelve years of tireless efforts have brought us this far. Mr. Demjanjuk's defense
is on the brink of financial ruin. Without your immediate financial assistance, Mr.
Demjanjuk's appeal to the Supreme Court will not be possible. Please help us suc–
cessfully complete the final chapter of this twelve year nightmare.
Please send donations to:

John Demjanjuk Defense Fund

иктчяіпіеіп lXjotiontfl A s s o c i a t i o n ^-g"tcite
Poordmoi-e R o c J

Кег^опк?оп, N e w Y o r k 1 2 4 4 6

914-626-564І

P.O. Box92819
Cleveland, Ohio 44192
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MAC Of Green County announces Summer Season Miners...
(Continued from page 1)
JEWETT, N.Y. - The mountains of County on Saturday, July 14 with an Donetske on June 11-15, which drew
Hunter, N.Y. will once again come alive exhibit of Ukrainian ritual towels at the over 600 delegates from the Donbas,
with the sound of music this summer as Grazhda. The following day, Sunday, vorkuta, Karaganda, Sakhalin, inta,
the Music and Art Center of Greene July 15 will be marked by a fashion Yakutia and Magadan regions of the
County begins its eighth consecutive show where models will wear contem– Soviet Union.
On July 3 in Horlivka, a meeting was
summer season on Saturday evening, porary clothing, accented with tradi–
July 21 with a performance by the tional Ukrainian embroidery. The show held between deputies and informal
groups and strike committees, who
Leontovych String Quartet from Kiev. will be held at 3 p.m. at the Grazhda.
During the month of August a variety agreed to support the July 11 call for a
The rest of the summer season will be
strike with meetings and demonstra–
filled with classical Ukrainian music, of workshops in Ukrainian folk arts will tions, reported the UPA.
including a special fundraising concert be held at the Music and Art Center,
On July 4 in the Donetske Oblast
featuring bass-baritone Paul Plishka of beginning with a one week course in branch building of the official trade
the Metropolitan Opera in New York Easter egg-making, followed by week- unions,a conference of regional demo–
City on Sunday afternoon, August 26. long courses in ceramics, beadmaking, cratic forces was held, drawing repre–
Other highlights include a Saturday embroidery, folk singing for children, sentatives of the oblast Popular Move–
evening, August 18 performance by bandura playing for children, tradi– ment of Ukraine for Perebudova, or
pianist Alexander Slobodyanik as well tional baking and folk dancing for Rukh, the Taras Shevchenko Ukrainian
as a Saturday evening, July 28 piano children. The courses range in price Language Society, some independent
concert by Juliana Osinchuk and a from 520 to 530.
trade unions and anarcho-syndicalists.
The Music and Art Center of Greene For the first time ever members of the
Saturday, September 1, concert by Kiev
pianist volodymyr vynnytsky. violi– County is fast becoming one of the Donbas miners strike committees also
nist Oleh Krysa and his wife pianist leading arts organizations in the Greene took part.
Tatiana Tchekina will perform in County area, its events are covered
The strike committee representatives,
concert on Saturday evening, August regularly and enthusiastically in the Yuriy Bondariev and volodymyr
local press, and are well attended not Dolhov, turned to the conference with a
25.
only by Ukrainian vacationers, but by
Also providing musical concerts the local residents of Hunter, Windham,
during the summer months will be Lexington and other nearby towns.
MEET NEW FR1ENDS, RENEW OLD
soprano vera Czerny, accompanied by
ACQUAINTANCES!
MAC
invites
all
summer
visitors
of
Oresta Cybriwsky-Mueller on Satur–
the
Hunter
area
to
frequent
the
concert
day, August 4, and a chamber en–
SEVENTH ANNUAL
semble under the direction of Thomas series and the folk art seminars and join
MAC's growing membership list. Those
Hrynkiw, on Sunday, August 12.
CLUB SUZ1E-Q
unable to attend can still help to ensure
Tickets for regular concerts are 55 for the success and development of the Art
VACATION
WEEK AT SOYUZIVKA
members, 57 for senior citizens and 510 Center with their contribution. All
for all others. Tickets for the fund- ticket purchases, tuition fees, memberAugust 11-18, 1990
raising concert are 510 for members and ship dues and contributions are tax
A gathering place for Ukrainian pro–
deductible.
515 for all others.
fessionals (age 25 and up) from across
For more information and dates on
The MAC of Greene County also has
the U.S. and Canada. (Not for singles
only!)
developed a program which emphasizes the courses, please contact the MAC at
For info., call Julie Nesteruk (Conn.)
Ukrainian folk arts. This year's attrac– P.O. Box 20, Jewett, N.Y. 12444, (518)
(203)
953-5825
(after 10 p.m.) or
tions will kick off the season at Greene 989-6479.
George fc Anisa Mycak (N.Y.) (718)

a.e. smal Ьсо.
Гординський, Пастушенко
Смаль

1 7 3 3 Springfield A v e n u e
Maplewood, N J . 0 7 0 4 0

(201) 7617500

BONDS b l

GET THE FAX!
FROM YOUR AUTHOR1ZED

insurance - Real Estate
Residential ш Commercial m industrial
investment
Auto m Life m Bonds

FAX: (201) 761-4911

us. SAVINGS

Panasonic.
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263-7978 (days or eves) or Donna
Sianchuk (Ottawa, Canada)
(613) 233-0137 (after 8 p.m.)

request to give their opinion about the
first miners congress and back their call
for mass strike action on July 11. They
also proposed that they take pait in a
meeting on July 9 in the Shakhtar
stadium, where preparations will be
made Tor the strike, including drafting
of a list of demands.
The demands are said to include: the
resignation of the Soviet government;
nationalization of CPSU property;
removal of all organizations from under
the CPSU's control; agreement on a
new all-union treaty; reform of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR.
APARTMENT WANTED
Relocating to New York City in September
for PhD program at NYU. Need affordable
apartment. Please call Joseph Kosciw,

(215) 546-2346.

LAW

OFFICES
of

ZENON В
MASNYJ
(212) 477-3002
140-142 Second Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10003
PURCHASE AND SALE OF CO-OPS,
C0ND0S, HOMES, REAL ESTATE FOR
INVESTMENT PURPOSES, NEG. WITH
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, SMALL
AND MEDlUM BUSlNESSES, PER–
SONAL INJURY ACTIONS, WILLS, ETC.

"SHEVCHENKO"
BY ART1ST WALTER SWYRYDENKO

УА

Dealer: 0МВТ GROUP, 1NC. (H. P. Bauer)
Phone(201)731-1583
Fax (201) 731-5232
SALES, SERVICE, RENTALS, SUPPLIES

СОЮЗІВКА
SOYUZIVKA

UKRAINIAN
FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP" 1990
at SOYUZIVKA
Sunday, August 12 - Sunday, August 26
instructor: Roma Prima-Bohachewsky
ш Traditional Ukrainian folk dancing for beginners, intermediate and advanced
dancers.
ш Food and lodging: S245.00 (UNA members), S275.00 (non-members)
ш instructor's fee: S140.00
ш Limit 60 students
For more information, please contact the management of "Soyuzivka":

U k r a i n i a n N a t i o n a l A s s o c i a t i o n Estate
Foordmore Road

Kerhonkson, New York 12446
(914) 626-5641

LIMITED EDITION
(120) Three Color
Serigraph Prints
UNBROKEN SUlTE (tf 1 - tf5) NUMBERED TO 50
S750.oo (Ю AVAILABLE)

S I N G L E PRINTS NUMBERED TO 120
m
Siso.oo (20 AVAILABLE)
Ф2 siso.oo (20 AVAILABLE)
^ з siso.oo (15 AVAILABLE)
^ 4 S200.00 (9 AVAILABLE)
^ 5 siso.oo (15 AVAILABLE)
(FIVE PRINTS OR MORE-2OOA DISCOUNT)
SEND PAYMENT 1N FULL TO:
W. Swyrydenko - Box 609092, Cleveland, Ohio 44109
e ORDERS PROCESSED AS RECEDED.
e DEALER 1NQU1R1ES WELCOME.
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Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports for April
DISBURSEMENT^ FOR APRIL, 1990

RECORDING DEPARTMENT
MEMBERSHIP REPORT

TOTAL AS OF MARCH. 1990

Juv.

Adults

ADD

Totals

17,806

45,984

5,933

69,723

54
18
2
2

54
85

18
2
1

126
105
11
6

G A I N S I N APRIL, 1990

New members
Reinstated
Transferred in
Change of class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept...

Т5Г

TOTAL GA1NS:
LOSSES 1N A P R 1 L : ^ ^ ^ ^
Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out
Transferred to adults
Died
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up
Extended insurance
Cert, terminated
TOTAL LOSSES:
INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP
GAINS IN APRIL :
Paid-up
Extended insurance..
TOTAL GA1NS:
LOSSES 1N APR1L:

7
2
2

29
10
4

4
18
27
31

63
53
81
117

91

357

29
6

98
13
ill

35

Died
Cash surrender.....:....
Reinstated
Lapsed

32
26
3
5

3

13
5

TOTAL LOSSES:
TOTAL UNA MEMBERSH1P
AS O F APRIL зо. 1990............

21
17,805

66
45,823

248

16
1

52
13
6

1

—
-

68
71
108
148
-

3172,976.88

Total...
Operating Expenses:
Washington Office
Real Estate
Svoboda Operation
Official Publication-Svoboda
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising
Medical inspections
Reward To Special Organizers:
Reward To Branch Secretaries
Reward To Organizers
Traveling Expenses-Special Organizers...
Field Conferences

310,892.43
49,536.04
122,673.95
60,000.00
35,564.92 '
29.30
3,416.24
85,695.39
17,270.74
53.40
389.13
"3112,419.12

Total

35

483

-

127
19

Total..

-

146

—
5,919

35
39
3
10
87
69,547

-i^–^-.–MM^l

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
income For April
Dues From Members
income From "Svoboda" Operation..
investment income:
Bonds
Certificate Loans
Mortgage Loans
Banks
Stocks
Real Estate

1191,891.53
121,992.57

Total...

3428,634.46

1339,960.98
2,620.75
41,373.32
1,146.09
11,863.68
31,669.64

553,171.62
1,717.33
2,223.87
34,615.17
365.00
100.00

Total...

592,192.99

Miscellaneous:
Profit On Bonds Sold Or Matured...
Transfer Account

316.14
632,926.97

Total

324,059.35
95,088.86
51,950.00
99.49
72.44
28.08
453.66
1,225.00

Payroll, insurance and Taxes:
Salary of Executive Officers
Salary Of Office Employee's
Employee Benefit Plan
Taxes Federal, State And City On Employee Wages..
Canadian Corporation Premium Tax

WALTER S O C H A N
Supreme Secretary

Refunds:
Taxes, Federal, State S City On Employee Wages..
Taxes Held in Escrow
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
Official Publication "Svoboda"
investment Expense Ret'd
Scholarship Ret'd

Paid To Or For Members:
Cash Surrenders
Endowments Matured
Death Benefits
interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits
Reinsurance Premiums Paid
Dividend To Members
indigent Benefits Disbursed

5632,943.11

investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold....
Mortgage Repaid
Certificate bans Repaid..

32,211,668.55
39,032.71
8,161.95

ІпсотеІог”лрХ

S2.258.863.21
33,726,517.87

315,428.75
41,516.59
24,056.47
33,223.04
2,515.00
3116.739.85

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Bank Charges For Custodian Account
Books and Periodicals
General Office Maintenance
insurance Department Fees
Operating Expense Of Canadian Office..

51,735.59
2,571.92
3,925.93
3,357.61
1,028.50
125.00
1,152.37
8,020.79
376.01
653.20
2,541.58

Printing And Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services..
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses-General
Total...

325,488.50

Miscellaneous:
Auditing Committee Expense
Coiwention Expenses
investment Expense-Mortgages
Ukrainian Publications
Youth Sports Activities
Ukrainian Heritage Defense Fund DisbursementsDonations
Transfer Account
Professional Fees
Loss On Canadian Exchange

32,539.00
1,000.00
2,875.00
10,000.00
1,350.00
5,000.00
2,000.00
632,876.97
3,322.00
1,965.98

Total....

3662.928.95

investments:
Bonds
Mortgages
Stock
Certificate Loans...
Real Estate

51,977,294.32
85,000.00
11,863.68
4,570.75
3,270.87

ToUL

31081.999.62
33.415,655.34

Disbursements For April, 1990..

BALANCE
Liabilities

A S S E T S ^ ^ ^ ^
Cash..
Bond.
Mortgage bans
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
Printing Plant S E.D.P.
Equipment
Stocks
Loan To D.H. - U.N.A.
Housing Corp
Loan To U.N.U.R.C

51,991,436.79
47,238,864.55
5,706,494.36
611,621.94
2,239,690.57

Total

364,957,722.08

""

Life insurance
Accidental D.D
Fraternal
Orphans
Old Age Home
Emergency

363,843,994.31
1,810,573.87
(318,508.52)
396,602.64
(848,624.45)
73,684.23

Total

364,957,722.08

298,060.79
1,447,002.04
104,551.04
5,320,000.00

ULANA D1ACHUK
Supreme Treasurer
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Ukrainian

deputy...

(Continued from page 3)
though EPA's mandate is not interna–
tional in scope, he and Dr. viokh then
discussed the possibility of EPA's
assistance with equipment and labora–
tory analysis.
At the Department of State, Dr.
viokh met with representatives from
the intelligence and Research, Humani–
tarian Affairs and European^Soviet
Bureaus. He briefly described the
evolution of Rukh and the current
status of the Democratic Bloc in the
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet, or as Dr.
viokh referred to it, Ukrainian parlia–
ment. Democratic Bloc candidates have
begun to function as the parliamentary
opposition and build coalitions in
support of the issues they put forward.
Dr. viokh also explained the diffe–
rence between the two "sovereignty"
proposals soon to be discussed by the
Ukrainian Supreme Soviet. While both
proposals call for Ukrainian republic
laws to supersede the laws of the USSR,
the Communist Party proposes a "fede–
rative" structure, while the Democratic
Bloc proposes full political and econo–
mic independence. On the issue of
confederation, Dr. viokh was blunt,
stating "such a political order has never
worked anywhere else in the history of
the world and there is not reason to
think that it will work in the USSR."
in response to a question about the
"readiness" of eastern Ukraine to follow
in the nationalistic footsteps of western
Ukraine, Dr. viokh took issue with the
context in which the question was
presented. He stressed that the "old
regime" eagerly points to differences
between eastern and western Ukraine,

claiming that one region is more na–
tionalistic than the other and therefore
out-of-step. Such a tactic is used to
obscure the fact that as democratic
influences take hold throughout U–
kraine, the key issue, rejection of
centralized authority and the desire to
control one's destiny will unite the
demands from all regions and peoples
of Ukraine, he said. He emphasized that
there is absolutely no serious considera–
tion being given to the idea of one
region working independently of the
other. As a representative of Rukh from
Lviv, he considers the separation of
western Ukraine from eastern Ukraine
to be "ridiculous."
At the editorial officer of the Wash–
ington Times, Dr. viokh reiterated
many of the points listed earlier, but
also noted that since Ukraine already
has a vote in the United Nations, Rukh
believes that this fact will become
critical to foreign affairs, and will be an
important factor in Ukraine's drive for
independence.
Dr. viokh took time to explain in
detail Rukh's philosophy and strategy
vis a vis Moscow and Mr. Gorbachev's
initiatives. He concurred with Mr.
Snow's statement that Ukraine is more
critical to Moscow than many of the
other republics, but added that given
the current situation, Mr. Gorbachev
would need a "provocation" to send
troops into Ukraine. Ruh, according to

UKRAINIAN
TYPEWRITERS
also other languages complete
line of office machines A
equipment.
JACOB SACHS
251 W. 98th St.
New York. N. Y 10025
Tel (212) 222 6683
7 days a week

Dr. viokh, works very hard to anticipate
potential areas for efforts at destabili–
zation and acts to minimize any such
potential. Rukh works to eliminate even
the appearance of provocation. There
has been no violence. Furthermore, Dr.
viokh stated that Rukh encompasses
Jewish, Russian, Polish and other
minorities in Ukraine. He does not
foresee Russians in Ukraine feeling
isolated or disenfranchised, as has been
seen in the Baltic States.
On the evening of June 20, Dr. viokh
addressed the Washington area Ukrai–
nian community. As the official de–
signated liaison between the diaspora
and Rukh, Dr. viokh brought the
community up-to-date on Rukh activi–
ties, including recent Democratic Bloc
strategies during the election of presi–
dent of the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet.
Election law mandated that every
candidate be given television time to
explain their platform. The Democratic
Bloc proposed eight candidates. The
Communist Party proposed two. Dr.
viokh explained that the Democratic
Bloc did not foresee a realistic chance of
actually winning the presidency, but by
putting forth eight candidates, they
received four times the air time as the
Communist Party. According to Dr.
viokh, this one tactic got more support
and publicity for Rukh than anything in
the preceding year.
^^^„.^ ^ . ^

New York's only Ukrainian family owned 4

SKIN
DISEASES
SK1N CANCER

VENEREAL
DISEASES

HAIR LOSS
COLLAGEN 1NJECT10NS
and
W R I N K L E TREATMENTS

of New York i n c l u d i n g Holy Spirit in
H ^ m p t o n b u r g h , N.Y., St. A n d r e w ' s in South
Bound Brook, Pine Bush Cemetery in
Kerhonkson and Glen Spey Cemetery

^

e Traditional Ukrainian services personally
conducted
e Funerals arranged throughout Bklyn, Bronx,
New York, Queens, Long island, etc.
^ Holy Spirit, St. Andrews Cem. fc all others
international shipping
e Pre-need arrangements
Senko Funeral Home
83-15 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432
718-657-1793
Senko Funeral Home Hempstead Funeral Home
213 Bedford Ave.
89 Peninsula Blvd.
Brooklyn. N.Y. 11211 Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
1-718-388-4416
1-516-481-7460
24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK

JULY 29 - AUGUST 12, 1990
ODUM "Ukraina", London, Ontario

Join the UNA

FOR THE F1NEST 1N CUSTOM MADE
MEMORIALS INSTALLED IN ALL CEME–
TERIES IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA

SENKO FUNERAL HOMES

BANDURA COURSES

Dr. viokh's came to Washington at
the invitation "of Ukraine 2000: The
Washington Committee in Support of
Ukraine. The two-day visit was coordi–
nated by Bohdan Futey, president, and
Robert McConnell, chairman, govern–
ment relations committee, Ukraine
2000, and Eugene iwanciw, executive
director, UNA Washington Office, as
well as other members of the local
committee.
Ukraine 2000 was established in
February 1990 to support the activities
of Rukh. The committee has been
working with other Rukh support
committees in the United States and
Canada, and taking advantage of its
unique location in Washington, it
coordinates opportunities for represen–
tatives of Rukh and the Democratic
Bloc to meet with U.S. government
officials, as well as representatives of
other Washington-based organizations.

HURYN MEMOR1ALS

S1NCE 1928

operated funeral homes
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JACOB
BARAL, M.D.

in Glen Spey, New York.

American Dermatology
Center

We offer personal service 8, guidance in your
home. For a bilingual representatives call

1WAN HURYN
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel: (914) 427-2684
BOHDAN REKSHYNSKYJ
45 East 7th Street
New York, N.Y. 10003
Tel.: (212) 477-6523

f?Z

AUGUSf 1 2 - " 2 6 І І990
All Saints Camp, Emlenton, Pa.
contact: Dr lhor Mahlay (216) 582-1051

2 1 0 Central Park South
N e w Y o r k , N.Y.
(bet. B'way ft 7th Ave.)
Open on Saturday
Medicare Accepted
By Appt. Only
Find us fast in the NYNEX Yellow Pages

UKRAINIAN SITCH SPORTS SCHOOL

Ш?мШ

contact: valentyne Rodak (416) 255-8604

(212)247-1706

An Unforgettable Learning Experience

LEARN: SOCCER, vOLLEYBALL, SW1MM1NG or TENN1S FROM AN
OUTSTAND1NG STAFF THAT HAS BEEN HANDP1CKED TO WORK W1TH
ALL AGES A AB1L1TY GROUPS
Ages б - 1 8
Place: "verkhovyna" Resort, Glen Spey, N.Y.
When: July 29 - August 25, 1990
Register now - Capacity it limited - For information write to:

Ukrainian Sitch Sports School

ADOPT10N:

6 8 0 Sanford Avenue m Newark ,N.J. 07106

Happily married couple, husband Ukrainian, wishes to adopt an infant. Will provide
a future filled with love, security, exposure to Ukrainian culture and a good education,
if you are going to have a baby who you cannot raise, you can choose the family that
adopts the child. Legal and confidencial. Working with a state certified agency in
Connecticut.
Call Nancy and Roman collect after 7 p.m. or leave a message anytime: (203) 254-0391

TORGSYN

ТОРГСЙН

5542 Geary Blvd., San Francisco, CA 9 4 1 2 1

(415) 752-5546
(415) 752-5721
(415) 752-5721 (FAX)

WE HAVE ALL THE ITEMS WHICH ARE VERY POPULAR I N THE USSR

TV-SETS
VCR'S.
TELEPHONES
CAMCORDERS
voltage 1277220

THE LOWEST PR1CES 1N THE U.S.A. WE TAKE ORDERS OvER THE PHONE
FROM ANY СІП 1N THE U.S.A. OR FROM OTHER C0UNTR1ES.
WE SELL CARS FOR RELATES 1N THE USSR.
WE TRANSFERE MONEY. !NviTATlONS FROM 1SRAEL

RADIO AND VCR
RADIOEQUIPMENT
FOR USSR
COMPUTERS
WITH RUSSIAN KEYBOARD

Our store ships a n d delivers all kinds of radio
and electronic equipment to the USSR
with prepaid custom's fee or without it.

SHEEPSKIN COATS,
SPORT SUIT,
MAKE-UP K1TS,
LIPSTICK,
SOUVENIRS
HOURS: Monday - Wednesday
Thursday - Saturday

What Are You Doing
to Help Україна?
You can support a
computer training program
Nestor institute is conducting a training program
this August to teach computer skills to members of
democratic organizations. You can help perebudova
by sponsoring computer systems for their use.
17we will sponsor a computer for Lviv, Kiev, Kharkiv, Ternopil, as needed
(circle choice). Please inscribe our name on a computer as sponsor C$500 or
more) ^ ^ yes ^ ^ no. Enclosed is my tax-deductible donation:
„ Computer S1500
^ Printer S500
^ Software S250
„ Keyboard S100
^ Disks S25
^ Other ^ ^ ^ ^ ,
Please send information about Nestor institute projects
Name
„ . „ „ . „ „ „ . „ „ . „ . . ^ ' . - -

Organization ^ „ „ . . . . ^ – - - - - . - – - - Address „ „ „ „ , „ „ „ „ . . . ^ City^^^^^^^^^^„^^

.State..

.Zip.

N e s t o r i n s t i t u t e ^ 2 2 1 3 A c t o n S t r e e t ^ B e r k e l e y , C A 9 4 7 0 2 ^ ( 4 1 5 ) 5 4 9 - 1 7 9 1 Pacific Time
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July 11

PREVIEW OF EVENTS

NEW YORK: A meeting with Kiev poet
lhor Rymaruk, editor of the new journal
Svitovyd (Worldview), will be held at the
Shevchenko Scientific Society, 63 Fourth
Ave., at 7 p.m. For more information call
the society, (212) 254-5130 or vera Kach–
marsky, (212) 473-8195.

Party Night" at 8 p.m. at the Ukrainian
Youth Center, 301 Palisade Ave. videos
on Club Med will be presented and T–
shirts will be given away. Admission is
free. For more information call Lesia
Kozicky, (914)969-4200.

July 13

July 14

YONKERS, N.Y.: The Ukrainian Ski
Association will sponsor a "Club Med

JEWETT, N.Y.: Ukrainian ritual towels
will be on display at the Music and Art

THE MANAGEMENT OF

SOYUZIVKA
cordially invites you to participate in the

SUMMER 1990
ENTERTAINMENT
at SOYUZIVKA
Saturday. July 14 - 8:30 p.m.
Ensemble "CHEREMSHYNA", Montreal, Canada
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "Crystal" Band
Saturday, July 21 - 8:30 p.m.
Swiatoslawa Kaczarai - soprano
Mychaj!o Lew - - accopanist
Hryc Hrynowec - soloist
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "Hloptsi zS Lvova" Band
Saturday, July 28 - 8:30 p.m.
Bandura Ensemble "HOM1N STEP1W", New York
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - A. Chudolij Band
Saturday, August 4 - 8:30 p.m.
"DUMKA" Choir, New York
Band to be announced at a future date
Saturday, August 11
To be announced at a future date

Sunday, August 19
-SOYUZ1ANKA DAY"
Saturday, August 25 - 8:30 p.m.
DANCE ENSEMBLE - Roma Prima Bohachevsky
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "veselka" Band

10:00 p.m. - Oles Kusyshyn Trio

July 15-21
NEW YORK: The Captive Nations
Committee, inc. announces the following
schedule of events for the 32nd annual
observance of Captive Nations Week: on
Sunday, July 15, participants will as–
semble at the Plaza Hotel, 59th Street
and Fifth Avenue, at 9 a.m. High Holy
Mass will begin at 10 a.m. at St. Patrick's
Cathedral. At 11 a.m. there will be a
march to 72nd Street and Fifth Avenue,
into Central Park, where, at noon, the
official opening will take place with
honorable speakers and folklore enter–
tainment. On Thursday, July 19, a
freedom demonstration will be held in
front of the United Nations, 42nd Street
and First Avenue, beginning at 11 a.m.
On Saturday, July 21, at 3 p.m., closing
ceremonies and prayers will take place in
the German Evangelical Lutheran

HARTFORD, Conn.: The UNA annual
National Golf Tournament will be played
at the Tall Wood Country Club, Hebron,
Conn., this year. The two-day event will
award trophies for: low gross, men and
women, for 36 holes; low net, men and
women, for 36 holes; closest to the pin
and longest drives for 18 holes. The fee of
S75 covers green's fees and carts, a buffet,
trophies, and the awards banquet. Teeoff time is 11 a.m. on both days. For more
information contact the tournament
headquarters at the Ukrainian National
Home, 961 Wethersfield Ave., Hartford,
Conn., (203) 296-5702, or Orest B.
Budas, (203) 529-0067, or (203) 278-7850,
ext. 369.
August 4
W1NN1PEG: The Ukrainian Canadian
veterans, Branch 141, will sponsor ь.
daylong bus excursion to the Dauphin
Ukrainian National Festival. Buses will
leave Winnipeg at 6 a.m. and arrive in
time for the parade at 10 a.m. Following
the parade, transportation will be pro–
vided to Selo Ukraine for the festival
stage show at 2 p.m. Departure from Selo
Ukraine for the return trip to Winnipeg is
at 6 p.m. The fare for the excursion is S30.
Tickets may be purchased at the Ukrai–
nian Legion, Branch 141, 618 Selkirk
Ave. For more information call the
Legion, (204) 589-6315, or Peter Ok–
rainec, (204) 589-6676.

P L E A S E NOTE: Preview items must be received one week before desired
date of publication. No information will be taken over the phone. Preview
items will be published only once (please indicate desired date of publication).
All items are published at the discretion of the editorial staff and in
accordance with available space.
P R E v i E W O F E V E N T S , a listing of Ukrainian community events open
to the public, is a service provided free of charge by The Ukrainian Weekly to
the Ukrainian community. To have an event listed in this column, please send
information (type of event, date, time, place, admission, sponsor, etc.), typed and in the English language - along with the phone number of a person
who may be reached during daytime hours for additional information, t o :
Preview of Events, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City,
N J . 07302.

it is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items and 1 or reviews
of newly published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records
and premiere issues of periodicals, only after receipt by the editorial
offices of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be
published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be pur^
chased, cost, etc.) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgo–
mery St., Jersey City, NJ. 07302.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE

Saturday, September 1 - 8:30 p.m.
vocal Ensemble - DARKA u SLAvKO
10:00 p.m. - "Tempo" ft "vodohray" Bands

Sunday, September 2 - 8:30 p.m.
vocalist - ALex Holub
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - "Tempo" ft "vodohray" Bands

)al ;^-Xs'socitft:iori

July 15
JEWETT, N.Y.: Models will illustrate
the application of traditional Ukrainian
embroidery of contemporary clothing,
during a fashion show which will be held
at the Music and Art Center of Greene
County, inc. at 3 p.m. Tickets are S5 for
members, S7 for senior citizens, and 510
for all others. For more information call
(518)989-6479.

July 27-28

NOW 1N STOCK
THE ENGLISH EDITION OF

Friday, August 31 - 8:30 p.m.

DANCE -

Center of Greene County, inc. in the
Grazhda. The exhibit opening is sche–
duled for 8 p.m. For further information
call (518) 989-6479.

Church, 125-131 Henry St., Brooklyn
Heights. Refreshments will be served.

NOTICE TO PUBLISHERS
AND AUTHORS

Saturday, August 18 - 8:30 p.m.
1991 Miss Soyuzivka - Weekend
Marianka Suchenko-Kotrey - soprano
Sophia Beryk-Schultz - accompanist
DANCE - 10:00 p.m. - A. Chudolij Band

DANCE -
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Estate

K e r U l w o n . New York 1 2 4 4 6
914.626-5641

СОЮЗІЄКА
SOYUZIVKA

Edited by volodymyr Kubijovyc
Managing editor Danylo Husar-Struk
First and second of a five-volume work of Ukrainian scholarship in the diaspora
(the last three volumes are scheduled to be released by 1992)

A-F - S119.50 - 968 pp.
G-K - 1125.00 - 737 pp.
includes shipping and handling
Alphabetical Encyclopedia of Ukraine, based on 25 years of work, completely revised and
supplemented edition of Encyclopedia Ukrajinoznavstva, richly illustrated with many color
plates, black-and-white photos and maps, first-class index of life and culture of Ukrainians in
Ukraine and diaspora.
Published by the University of Toronto Press for the Canadian institute of Ukrainian Studies.
the Shevchenko Scientific Society and Canadian Foundation of Ukrainian Studies.

SVOBODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street Jersey City, NJ. 07302
New Jersey residents please add 60o sales tax.

